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ABSTRACT

The historic events of the Flint Water Crisis (FWC) have led to a variety of intertwined mental and physical health, developmental and sociological outcomes in Flint, MI. Urie Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Model of Human Development provides a suitable model for considering the full complexity of these factors. This model allows researchers to conceptualize within complex systems the nuanced sites and relationships in which development occurs. However, designing research based on this model is widely considered to be excessively challenging. This thesis outlines the process of designing Bioecological research in Flint, MI and presents examples from a pilot study which suggest that a process of ‘getting to know’ participants may be key in overcoming some of the challenges of bioecological research design.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 A personal note and some acknowledgements

Early last year, I was provided an opportunity to work at a law firm representing children affected by the Flint Water Crisis, and they graciously allowed me to pursue my education in psychology alongside the job. It was a unique opportunity to do everything I had started to see as important to me during my college career—child development, public health, advocacy and community based work—all at once, addressing an urgent social-justice issue. I am very grateful to the deeply humanitarian team at work that supported my endeavors in this regard, and for my family, friends, teachers and college administrators, who have inspired, encouraged and supported me throughout this journey.

1.2 A Water Crisis in Flint, MI

I.

In the early 20th Century, after William Durant headquartered General Motors (“GM”) in Flint, MI, already home to major Chevrolet and Buick operations, it became America’s “Vehicle City” (McClelland, 2013, p.3), a prosperous and politically significant metropolis. GM had built one of America’s greatest cities. Within four decades, the city’s people had catapulted the vehicle-maker to a whopping 54% control of the American auto industry. 20-odd years later, GM thanked them by beginning to move tens of thousands of jobs away from Flint to cheaper places, in the middle of some of its biggest profit years. (See CNBC, 2010; Dillon, 1998; McClelland, 2013; Pulido, 2016 and Rosner, 2016 for more information on the history of GM in Flint.)

Ever since, between recessions and increasing competition in the worldwide auto-industry, GM has steadily declined, but never quite hit rock-bottom. The City of Flint, on the other hand, has rapidly plummeted into significant disrepair. De-industrialized, Flint’s population decreased steadily from 196,940 at its peak in the 1960s to just a little over 98,310 in 2015, with a substantial chunk of the depopulation occurring in a sharp drop of 17.4% between 1970 and 1980— the
same decade during which GM had begun to move jobs away from Flint. Notably, ‘White-Flight’ had caused a disproportionate increase within the Black population in Flint during the same period of general depopulation. But even as the wealthy (and often white) tax-payers of the city boarded up their houses and packed their bags, a sprawling, expensive “corporate landscape” (Moyo, 2017, p.244) of leisure and consumerism was left behind for the least mobile of Flints citizens to maintain. (See CNBC, 2010; Darden et al., 1998; Moyo, 2017 and Pulido, 2016 for more information regarding racial stratification and depopulation of Flint, and Edsforth, 1987 for more information regarding the corporate creation of a consumerist culture in Flint.)

No one could have imagined that the city, built carefully over a century, would be broken so swiftly and completely. After all, Flint was made to believe that it was America’s city, and not GM’s.

II.

Today, walking through downtown Flint, you are likely to be gripped by two senses: one of vigilance, and one of mournful awe. The storied past of the factory town is loudly evident in the grandiosity of the exterior of the old Northbank building; but you cannot miss Flint’s reputation as one of America’s most dangerous cities as you watch a woman lock her colleague inside their downtown office as she leaves it to show you around the disquietingly empty historic building that it is nested within. (See Engel, 2016 for more information regarding violent crime and danger in Flint.)

Venture away from downtown, towards the riverbed, and along your cautious walk you’ll agree with Edward McCelland’s (2013) observation that Flint, “in mid-summer is one of the lushest cities in America… oaks and elms in the sky, yarrow, chicory and goldenrod on the ground… Grass grows along lightning patterns in cracked sidewalks… Weeds rise to full tide in empty lots” (p.1).
Yes, Flint is a mixture of verdure, nostalgia and desolation. Your thoughts easily wander to poetry that mirrors this landscape:

shuffle  
Down the weed-split sidewalks  
Past the boarded-up display windows  
Of The Fair, United Shirt, Nobil Shoes,  
While at the curb monstrous green Buicks  
Idle and rust. The day is overcast,  
Threatening drizzle, feinting autumn,  
And further calamity. (Rendleman, 1995, p.225)

Even as this foreshadowing verse from Danny Rendleman’s (1995) poem, *Cheese Lines, Flint, Michigan*, echoes deep in your wandering thoughts, you notice that the stench of the river has gracefully ridden a zephyr to hit you straight in your face. The rumination is short-lived. Flint has woken you up.

You reluctantly realize that residents of Flint have been *drinking* the water you cannot even stand to smell since 2014, after a state-appointed emergency manager, Ed Kurtz, approved the city’s water supply to be switched from Lake Huron to Flint River in 2013 as a potentially cost-saving, but ultimately disastrous, austerity measure (see El-Sayed, 2016; Finnegan, 2016; Giroux, 2016; Hammer, 2016; Mann, 2016; Ranganathan, 2016; Pulido, 2016; and Salinsky, 2016 for more information regarding the role of Kurtz, financial austerity and other economic factors leading up to the switch between water sources).

Months after this switch, amidst vocal complaints from community members regarding the appearance, odor and taste of the water (see Bosman, Davey & Smith 2016 and Davidson, 2016 for more information regarding citizens’ complaints and the official responses to them), the city negligently issued boil warnings misleading citizens by stating that E-coli was the worst they had to fear (see Atkinson, 2016 and Hammer, 2016 for more information regarding the various announcements made regarding Flint water). Boiling the water actually ended up increasing the concentration of lead in residents’ water (see Atkinson, 2016; Abernathy et al., 2016; Davidson, 2016; Hammer, 2016; Katner et al., 2016; Lieberman, 2016; Masten et al., 2016; Moyo, 2017;
Pieper, Tang & Edwards, 2016; Stillman, 2017 and Yang, 2016 for more information regarding Flint water infrastructure and regulations as well as the discovery of lead in the water).

Simultaneously, the city allowed one of the few remaining GM plants in the area to switch to clean Flint Township water because the Flint river water (still being supplied to millions of homes in Flint) had proven too corrosive for the truck parts being manufactured there (see Giroux, 2016 and Robeznieks, 2015 for information regarding the GM plant’s switch to clean water before the rest of the city).

Half a year later, the city admitted that the water-levels of trihalomethane, a chlorine disinfectant byproduct which can cause liver and kidney problems with long term exposure, have exceeded federal limits (see Bellinger, 2016; Goovaerts, 2016; Hammer, 2016; Hanna-Attisha et al., 2016; Hohn, 2016; Kennedy et al., 2016; Laubach, 2016; Markel, 2016; Masten et al., 2016; Miller & Wesley, 2016; Pieper, Tang & Edwards, 2016 and Salinsky, 2016 for more information regarding trihalomethane in Flint water). Workers were seen moving coolers of clean water into state buildings within days of this warning (see Giroux, 2016 and Markowitz & Rosner, 2016 for more information regarding this sighting), but it was nearly a year later that the administration finally dispatched an official warning to residents instructing them not to drink the water without using approved filters (see Goovaerts, 2016; Kennedy et al., 2016; Nelson, 2016; and Salinsky, 2016 for more information regarding the announcement and filters).

Residents like LeeAnne Walters (see Lurie, 2016 for more information regarding LeeAnne Walters) and Jan Burgess (see Chambers, 2016 for more information regarding Jan Burgess) who had been paying water bills rivaling their rent costs for visibly dirty water that was making their families sick despite living next to Earth’s largest fresh water supply (see Semuels, 2016 for more information regarding the irony of Flint’s proximity to the Great Lakes), left with no other choice, had started to take matters into their own hands, contacting scientists independently to have their water tested and creating something of a revolution along the way by mobilizing hundreds of
neighbors to join in their citizen science effort (see Markowitz and Rosner, 2016; Pieper, Tang & Edwards, 2016 and Soleri et al. 2016 for more information regarding citizen science and the mobilization of Flint’s community). In LeeAnne Walter’s home alone, they found that “all water samples contained lead above 15 μg/L and several exceeded hazardous waste levels (>5000 μg/L) parts per billion of lead” (Pieper, Tang & Edwards, 2016, p.2007), while government hired agencies had been reporting far different numbers and claiming, via a longstanding tradition of deceptive sampling methods, that Flint’s water was in fact in compliance with federal regulations (see Burke, 2016; Davis, 2016; Edwards, 2016; Hohn, 2016 and Masten et al., 2016 for an overview of the long history of deceptive water sampling in the U.S.A. that also affected Flint, MI).

As you grapple with this evidence that Flint’s corrosion control measures had been terrible for decades, and that the city's pipes were in the worst possible condition to tolerate a switch to the Flint river water (see Davis, 2016 and Edwards, 2016 for more information regarding the impact of the age and disrepair of the water pipes on the water crisis), you also remember that EPA emails containing statements like “I am not sure Flint is the community we want to go out on a limb for” (Katner et al., 2016, p.9) have been released, and start to piece together where the tangible distrust you feel as you walk through the city is coming from (see Cuthbertson et al., 2016; Edwards, 2016; Hohn, 2016; Lieberman, 2016; Mann, 2016; Miller and Wesley, 2016; Moyo, 2017; Roy, 2017 and Stillman, 2017 for more information regarding mistrust and misinformation in Flint).

Indeed, governmental actions appear to have been at the root of this issue starting a very, very long time ago—people have noted “the loss of revenue sharing from state to local authorities as the major contributor to the decimation of Flint City’s revenue and consequently, problems with infrastructure maintenance, including provision of healthy water” (Moyo, 2017, p.238); with Flint losing nearly 55 million dollars of revenue sharing from Michigan state over the last decade.
The declaration of Flint as needing emergency, undemocratic management— which ultimately led to the disastrous switch—began with the “state…trumpeting its sound fiscal management and admonishing local governments for not being as efficient… [while failing] to mention… that it balanced its own budget on the backs of local communities” (Moyo, 2017, p.239-240).

Immersed in these thoughts, you can almost see the green of dollar-bill-ink in the river as you stand at its edge; but you quickly remind yourself that the color of the water is more likely a result of the 26-and-a-half-million gallons of industrial waste that Craven and Tynes (2016) report GM had been dumping into the river daily for at least the entire year of 1965. In fact, Michigander Howard Markel reports that in his youth “people used to laughingly refer to the Flint River as “GM’s sewer” (Markel, 2016, p.231). And so, as you stare into the water, it comes alive before you why a Flint resident noted to journalist Sarah Stillman (2016) that even as a young eight-year-old, he already knew that it was not safe to ingest anything from the river. You are left asking yourself: could there really be a reality in which no-one involved in deciding on the switch had worried about the basic potability of the water?

At this point, it is clear to you that an entire city has been systematically poisoned for the last two years by lead, a dangerous neurotoxin that causes permanent developmental aberrations in the brain, causing significant cognitive and behavioral problems in children under ten, along with a variety of other issues, including immunotoxicity, hearing loss, dental problems, digestive issues, reproductive organ damage, severe, painful skin rashes, hair loss, and so on (see DeWitt, 2017; Hanna-Attisha et al., 2016; Kaufman et al., 2014; Miracle, 2017 and Warren, 2001 for more information on the effects of lead poisoning). You realize that this is a matter of criminal negligence at best, and perhaps, as Dr. Stoller (2016) has characterized it, a “depopulation experiment” (p. vii) at worst.

Your reluctance is leaving you rapidly as you begin to see the reality of what Michael Moore (2016) describes as “an American political ideology hell-bent on widening the income
inequality gap and conducting various versions of voter and electoral suppression against people of color and the poor” (para. 7). You begin to buckle under the realization that biased sampling and neglecting infrastructural maintenance over military and other spending is not an issue localized to Flint, and neither is that of corporate power over governments. It is occurring to you that this could happen to any one of our ‘great’ cities (see Baum et al., 2016; Early, 2017; Levin, 2016; Mooney, 2016 and Weesjes, 2016 for a discussion of how the circumstances in Flint that led to the crisis are seen in many cities across America).

And so you find yourself paralyzed at the Flint riverbank, wondering how a city Edsforth (1987) once called “a model of labor-management harmony to the nation… [an] All-American City” (p.218)— a city that is arguably the very birthplace of the American Dream— is today inspiring the hasty exit of the illusion of meritocracy from your psyche. (See Rosner, 2016 for a discussion of the great significance of Flint in the history of labor rights movements in America).

III.

As always, the vacancies of trust and direction left by such travesties as the Flint Water Crisis are quickly and contentiously grabbed by new voices and ideologies. The outcry must be subdued rapidly, and there is always a voice of steely reason in the room waiting for the moment when they can ask “so, what comes next?”

With the stability of the entire nation riding upon the city’s unfortunate limelight, the question is begged: should we peddle new hope to Flint? Yes, says FlintFwd, “a movement inspired by the resilience of the people of Flint, MI. People that are passionate about disrupting the current narrative surrounding the city. It’s proving that, together, the people of Flint can make it through seemingly insurmountable perils and come out the other side stronger, prouder, better than ever” (Flint Fwd, 2016, para. 6).

Flint’s people have indeed been a fighting force, a resilient, vocal and mobilized community — that this issue is one we are familiar with at all is a testament to their extremely hard work,
despite the prejudices they faced. Still, we must not forget that the battle they fight is much larger than the specific events of the crisis. As Stillman (2017) has reported, the director of the Office of Community Scholars and Partnerships at Michigan State University’s College of Human Medicine, a man named Kent Key, has clearly identified that while there is an extant narrative about Flint’s community being a small, impoverished and unassertive African-American community without a voice which needs assistance, it is on the contrary a community of people who had been fighting the water switch for a long time, even before it was approved by Kurtz. Key considered Flint’s locals as having done everything correctly in terms of expected procedure to stop such a travesty, but explained that their efforts were ignored anyway because, in his opinion, there is a greater issue stemming from the history of the racist, systemic discounting of communities comprised of people of color (Stillman, 2017).

Concomitantly, there is a great precedent for strapping communities of color with environmental hazards, and these racist roots of the Flint Water Crisis are not unnoticed by politicians, residents, or other experts (for instance, see Hammer, 2016; Krieger, 2016; Mooney, 2016; Novick, 2016; Parker, 1999; Pulido, 2016; Ranganathan, 2016; Ryder, 2016; Sadler & Highsmith, 2016). Craven and Tynes, (2016) reported that a congressman named Dan Kildee has admitted he does not truly believe that the state of Michigan would have let the issue go as far as it did in Flint if it had taken place in a richer community composed of fewer minorities; and Dr. Bullard, a pioneer in environmental justice, has affirmed that “Environmental racism is real...so real that even having the facts, having the documentation and having the information has never been enough to provide equal protection for people of color and poor people… It takes longer for the response and it takes longer for the recovery in communities of color and low-income communities…. regional EPA officials and state officials in Michigan responded first with a cover-up, ‘and then defensively—either trying to avoid responsibility or minimizing the extent of the damage,’ as contrasted with handling of other environmental problems in predominantly white communities.
Perhaps Flint’s future might not be so hopeful after all. But still, with GM scheduled in 2017 to (benevolently) shift some of its truck production from Mexico to Flint in order to appease customers seeking American-made products while also increasing the profitability of its Mexican shipping-port-location by allowing it to expand its export operations (Burden, 2016), one might surmise that perhaps the American Dream has not died yet. In fact, there are even people coming to Flint from halfway around the world in search of it (see Young, 2015 for more information regarding the influx of international students from Asia in Flint, MI). Maybe they can be allies in the community’s efforts to remind the state and country that spending on basic infrastructure—sometimes as little as the “$100 per day” (Salinsky, 2016, p 289) it would have cost the city to add corrosion control additives to the water to prevent the water crisis—saves billions of dollars in remediation costs. (See Early, 2017, for a discussion of how newcomers to communities can contribute to successful grassroots political movements.)

While migrants to Flint may be entering the city mobilized, older residents seem to be stuck in a difficult situation according to Brayman (2016), with relocation proving to be mostly unaffordable for them, and even if it were affordable, there are very few areas in the deteriorating Rust Belt that seem accommodating. Furthermore, Brayman (2016) reports that residents of Flint feel that things might get better because there is a solidarity that perseveres within the community despite everything. Indeed, Moyo (2017) corroborates that there is a sense of community in Flint, especially for residents of color, that encourages people to stay: reporting that having moved from “Eau Claire, Wisconsin a city reported as the safest city in the United States because of its whiteness,” she found “[she] had no community in this safe city; now, in troubled Flint,[she does]” (p.233).
But even as one considers the future of Flint assuaged by visions of reinvestment, repopulation and community engagement, Moyo (2017) warns that it is important to remember the dangers of equating citizenship with consumership and couching perspectives regarding human rights in utilitarian economic discussions. To begin with, “the curtailment of investment in black neighborhoods and the government’s assistance for companies to move out of predominately black neighborhoods… were created by government through segregation policies in the first place” (Moyo, 2017, p.233), so relying on the same “neoliberal ethics” that “[disregard] justice in favour of cost saving and, as such, [continue] to undercut human needs” (Moyo, 2017, p.244) is unlikely to bring true improvement to the lives of Flint’s residents. Additionally, such a perspective encourages a “paternalistic…silencing” role for the state, and a “politics of selective intervention” that engenders “question[s] of reach” regarding those excluded in the process of selection, resulting in a situation where “the city as a whole is claimed by a few” on the basis of economic capacities rather than a recognition of every citizen of a democracy’s basic human right to participate in their own government (Moyo, 2017, p.244-p.245).

Indeed, prejudices against the poor create toxic contexts of contempt and mistrust. Despite “several meetings where residents would talk with city officials about the water issue… city officials would assure the public that the water was safe and/or dismiss the residents’ experiences” (Moyo, 2017, p.237). Even after the people of Flint became citizen scientists and helped in conducting the independent investigations that exposed the high concentration of lead in their drinking water, as Mantha (2016) has reported, they still faced an uphill battle for months getting the government to admit the full extent of the issue. Davidson (2016) has hypothesized that a sense of contempt for the citizens of Flint may be at the core of the tragic Flint Water Crisis. She explains, based on her investigations into the crisis for the New Yorker, that it appeared that officials considered the water to be perfectly alright, feeling instead that the residents’
opposition to drinking the Flint river water was shallow and a relic of what they perceived to be the culture of poverty, rather than emerging from justified, informed fear (Davidson, 2016).

This prejudiced mistreatment “led to further distrust of city and state government” (Moyo, 2017, p.237), and ultimately, “the decline in public trust was palpable” (Roy, 2017, p.25) in Flint. Indeed, the citizens of Flint retained the right to such mistrust, having been plagued by a deadly, but completely preventable crisis due to contemptuous negligence. As Dr. Bellinger (2016) has explained, preventing and solving the water crisis is not an issue of the lack of awareness or tools, but rather of a lack of determination: “we have the knowledge required to redress this social crime. We know where the lead is, how people are exposed, and how it damages health. What we lack is the political will to do what should be done” (p.1103).

Yet, regardless of whether mistrust is justified or not, re-establishing trust is arguably a significant issue for any community, especially one in the process of rebuilding itself: while such mistrust had limited positive effects, such as propelling Flint’s residents into coalitions with non-Governmental scientists; as Roy (2016) has pointed out “trust voids are often a perfect breeding ground… to capitalize on rampant fears” (p.23). Additionally, Miller and Wesley (2016) have asserted that mistrust in communities engenders negative attitudes and compounds the negative effects of crises like the one in Flint.

And so, some, like the Flint River Watershed Coalition, are indeed setting out to remind the community of trust—in its natural resources. They urge us not to forget that the crisis is hardly the river’s fault: reminding us that correctly treating the water, hand-in-hand with a concerted river revitalization program including pollution-control and sustainable development planning would have seen Snyder’s switch re-situate the river basin within its role as an essential part of Flint’s cultural history and as a valuable asset to the city. The coalition is soldiering on, hopeful that even the current bad publicity can be leveraged into constructive action towards their agenda.
of reviving the river, by getting people to at least pay attention to it. (See Atkinson, 2016, for more information on the coalition and its focus on rehabilitating the Flint River).

But how do you reconcile such hope with the reassignment of Darnell Early (the emergency manager who brokered the switch to Flint river water) to emergency management of nearby Detroit’s defunct public schools (see Kennedy, 2016, for information regarding this), and the sad truth of the irreversibility of the damage caused by lead exposure? Can the community move forward without establishing accountability for the events of the crisis? Have the various problems that occurred simultaneously to lead to a tragedy of this magnitude been explored effectively enough reassure Flint that it can move forward from a place of having absorbed the lessons that this situation offered for learning?

IV.

In a 2016 speech, President Obama urged the residents of Flint to remember that humans are resilient, that we survive: “I did fine with a single mom, and a lot of you did fine growing up in a tough neighborhood. [The children will] make it as long as we’re there for them and looking after them, and doing the right thing for them and giving them the resources that they need. (Applause.) Don’t lose hope” (para. 69).

But, he also pointed out to them that “there is a larger issue that we have to acknowledge, because I do think that part of what contributed to this crisis was a broader mindset, a bigger attitude, a corrosive attitude that exists in our politics and exists in too many levels of our government…it’s a mindset that believes that less government is the highest good no matter what… an ideology that undervalues the common good, says we’re all on our own and what’s in it for me, and how do I do well, but I’m not going to invest in what we need as a community” (Obama, 2016, para. 26). He went on to explain the consequences of this attitude, highlighting the dire need he sees to fix it:
You end up seeing an underinvestment in the things that we all share that make us safe, that make us whole, that give us the ability to pursue our own individual dreams. So we underinvest in pipes underground. We underinvest in bridges that we drive on, and the roads that connect us, and the schools that move us forward... it’s not enough just to fix the water. We’ve got to fix (this) culture of neglect, the mindset... that has degraded too many schools and too many roads and hurt too many futures. We’ve got to fix the mindset that only leaves people cynical about our government. Our government is us — of us, by us, for us — the people. (Obama, 2016, paras 26-28)

President Obama’s speech was as full of truth and wisdom as ever, but he may not have known as he spoke that he was speaking to a town whose people had seen occasion to blandly note “we’re like disposable people here. We’re not even human here, I guess” (Leary, 2016, para. 29).

V.

Hopefully, to most of us left reeling and confused by the events in Flint, there is no doubt that the people of Flint are human; and that no one is disposable. With any luck, in our sudden proximity to this story, most of us will also feel the gnawing reality we have been grappling with for some time now— that our world is set up to value some human lives more than others, and this ultimately to the benefit of absolutely no-one — finally clench down and sink its teeth into us.

As President Obama said, it really isn’t enough to fix the water or change the pipes in Flint: most American infrastructure is now hundreds of years old, and as discussed previously in this paper, many similar towns across the country are on the brink of their own disasters as they shrink from depopulation and the loss of their own corporate lynch pins, losing their democracy to financial emergencies and an unfair stigmatization of the poor. The attitudes that led to this crisis must change. We must take the time to study, understand and ensure— to a standard that each of us, the people, is happy with —that every life matters equally. How we reconcile our hopeful visions for a just and democratic future with the obstacles to it currently present within the very structures to which we have entrusted this future cannot be a rhetorical question. It is one that we must answer, and we must do it carefully, in detail.
1.3 Rationale and objective

In answering this question we must re-examine the knowledge that brought us here; acknowledge the past lessons we have forgotten to apply—taking a hard look at why we missed them—and we must meaningfully consolidate the new knowledge that we think can reform us. Through both our specific disciplinary perspectives, and with consideration to interdisciplinary knowledge, we must all work together to understand and address the various issues raised here. In this undertaking specifically, the discipline of developmental psychology is considered, putting it in vital conversation with other perspectives as described above, identifying how to sustainably apply the lessons of the field to the situation in Flint so that the crucial “promise for democratizing government, industry, [and] also science” (Lambrinidou, 2016, p.12058) recognized above may be fulfilled.

Developmental psychology is an old and essential branch of psychology. It is typically considered to be a discipline dealing with cumulative progression or advancement over time, studying the factors that enable the movement to different forms of experience—emotions or awareness—or from one set of behaviors to another, and identifying impediments and catalysts for this kind of change. Starting from its earliest roots in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s writings, the field has always been concerned with an ideal orientation of being, defining growth by its culmination into some or the other interpretation of mature forms; and has been studying growth from this imaginary end-point—indeed, many contemporaries of the subject have recognized development, for this reason, as a value laden concept (Schecter, 2011). As critical perspectives like these gained prominence over the course of the 20th century, conversations about the importance of observing development unfold naturally, in natural settings, as opposed to the tradition observing experimental manipulations of the process gained momentum. (See Harris & Butterworth, 2012, for information regarding the focus and history of the field of developmental psychology).
Urie Bronfenbrenner (1917-2005) was a psychologist of this new school, and was one of the few amongst his peers who was specifically concerned by the pervasive effects of poverty on development. He is credited with creating the bioecological systems theory of development. Bronfenbrenner’s theory explains development, and not just behavior, as a function of a person’s reciprocal interactions with their whole environment. Eventually, under his active advocacy, this theory was used to form the nationwide Head Start program, an early intervention system which attempts to mitigate the developmental setbacks encountered by underprivileged children. (See Ceci et al., 1997, for more information on the Bioecological model, which will also be discussed further in this paper; and Ceci, 2006 and Lang, 2005, for more information on the life and achievements of Urie Bronfenbrenner).

It was in this milieu of change and progress that, many years ago, in 1986, on the 50th Anniversary of the Society for Research in Child Development, Urie Bronfenbrenner and some of his colleagues: Frank Kessel, William Kessen and Sheldon White, reflected together upon the state and future of the field of developmental psychology. They established that “developmental psychology… is a cultural invention” (Bronfenbrenner et al., 1986, p.1222), and each of them, being scientists who had persistently put their work in immense public service, exhorted colleagues to test frequently the socio-political relevancy of their work; rather than relying on industrial norms for guidance, since the latter can be self-serving.

In laying out a framework for reconciling their discipline with their (and arguably the original) vision of it playing an active role in mitigating human issues, as mentioned above, Bronfenbrenner et al. (1986) discussed the roles of “the fragmentation of the field of developmental psychology; and the relations between scientific theory and research and sociopolitical circumstances” (p.1218) in the current shape of the discipline.

On the latter point, they emphasized that the science of developmental psychology is rooted in the movements, histories, governments, and generally in the societies of people:
[Developmental Psychology] is dependent upon trends in American society, trends in what we generally call American social policy…. [Developmental psychology sings] songs to American society… I've been impressed with the fact that each of the three great periods of growth in developmental psychology— the period of the Child Study Movement at the turn of the century, the period of the Child Development Movement of the 1920s and 1930s, and the period of developmental psychology in the 1960s— is associated with a strong movement in the federal sector, strong growth of new programs, or new developments in public action for growth. (Bronfenbrenner et al., 1986, p.1220-1222)

And on the former point about the fragmentation of the field, Bronfenbrenner emphasized that an interdisciplinary future of developmental psychology is necessary, explaining that while:

[Developmental psychology] has become more fragmented, the research models we have been using in an effort to understand reality have become increasingly more complex in order to allow for the operation of concomitant interacting forces functioning at various levels of hierarchically organized systems… Once this happened, it became necessary to investigate the relations between modules, and the recognition of higher order systems became inescapable. For example… from a biological point of view, the creature whose development we are studying is now seen as a highly complex system in which biological, cognitive, emotional, and social elements are powerfully intertwined… So I reject the position that we are, and should be, on our way to a more modular science. The modularization of our field, to the extent that it is occurring, is, I submit, a retreat. We are coping out because we do not wish to deal with the complexity of the phenomena we are committed to address. (Bronfenbrenner et al., 1986, p. 1222-1223)

Indeed, decades since this talk in 1986, one of the great achievements Bronfenbrenner is credited with is breaking down the barriers in the social sciences— before him, it is said that “child psychologists studied the child, sociologists examined the family, anthropologists the society, economists the economic framework of the times and political scientists the structure” (Ceci, 2006, p.173). Through his work, we are beginning to see that while each theoretical discipline offers unique and relevant practical avenues of studying human life, behavior, development and learning, the knowledge gained cannot be treated discretely. Furthermore, it is now being increasingly established that our knowledge is incomplete without an understanding of the processes we use to gain it; and just as the feminist theory of intersectionality has found vital the “mutually constitutive relations among social identities” (Shields, 2008, p.301), academics are
finding that many crucial questions can only be answered in the intersections between disciplines; in the practical and theoretical confluences that are created in these spaces. (See Shields, 2008, for more information on the theory of intersectionality.)

Of particular relevance to the field of developmental psychology, following the interdisciplinary trend, it is increasingly evident that the barriers between the social and biological sciences are coming down. With advances in technology and the growing biomedicalization of the world, research methodology in the social sciences (including psychology and the study of development which is nestled within it) is becoming increasingly tied up with frameworks of natural sciences, in precisely the way Bronfenbrenner described so long ago. (See Clarke, 2010, for more information on biomedicalization).

A landmark example of this intertwining can be observed in the National Institute of Health’s recent investment in the promotion of a ‘biopsychosocial model’ of brain-and-behavior research that emphasizes studying biomarkers in relation to psychological phenomena (see Suls & Rothman, 2004, for more information); a goal that has never before been more accessible than it is today with advanced brain-imaging techniques so easily available to psychologists. This focus has changed research agendas and design within psychology.

However, the nascent daughter-fields of such meetings between social sciences and recent technological advances (e.g., neuroscience) lack the expansive theoretical structures and principles found in established fields to appropriately guide them into cohesive, progressive and relevant work. The need for theoretical and ideological guidance is one of the reasons that professionals in such fields have been careful to espouse, right from their conception, the interdisciplinary approach that has emerged, as seen above, from the pioneering work of people like Bronfenbrenner; looking to other fields for inspiration and guidance in designing and conducting their research. For example, the work of Shulman et al. (2016) combines theoretical guidance
from behavioral psychology with neuroscience methods such as brain imaging to study risk taking (Munakata et al., 2004).

As such, the modular aspects of disciplinary knowledge remain crucial to the form and function of these interdisciplinary fields, and as they explore interdisciplinary work, academicians involved in such emergent fields have emphasized that the identification of particular avenues of knowledge exchange between disciplines is a crucial consideration for the practical future of various social and natural sciences (Munakata et al., 2004).

It may be that the framework of intersectionality has provided a path to addressing such concerns, which are not dissimilar to the ones regarding fragmentation and cultural relevance discussed in 1986 by Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues: it can be argued that the perspective of intersectionality is revealing that interdisciplinary subjects are important to study both individually and in the areas of intersectional contact between themselves—i.e., there is great significance in studying all three of these related subjects: neurology, neuroscience, psychology together and putting the theoretical and ideological concerns of these fields into conversation early on so that their contributions can be more readily mapped to where they are most needed (Munakata et al., 2004).

These interdisciplinary issues are related to the concerns raised by Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues in 1986 regarding the relationship between science and sociopolitical circumstances. Arguably, although science has visibly been a great actor in guiding policy and culture in recent history, its image as an unbiased arbiter of truth has continued to cloud the reality of scientific (and broader academic) bias towards certain topics, populations and agendas of research: manifested by funding allocations, theoretical gaps and a publishing predisposition towards significant results. Indeed, in the situation of the water crisis it seems that the scientific and academic community were not able to raise alarms, or as Bronfenbrenner et al. (1986) put it, to “sing the songs” (p.1222) about several of Flint’s issues—e.g., the developmental consequences of
racial and environmental injustice, of lost socio-economic rights through inequitable impositions of economic austerity, etc. Moreover, it also seems (and perhaps more horrifyingly), that in the example of Flint, the scientific community has in fact subdued social concerns it has addressed in the past, such as Dewey’s (1903) lessons on the centrality of democracy to the development of children, and the great movement towards taking cultural orientations in psychology we have seen in revivals of Vygotsky’s work. (See Daniels, 2005, for more information on Lev Vygotsky.)

Needless to say, this failure of science is not just a limited social matter affecting certain groups left-out due to biases, but a far-reaching political one that affects the ethos of self-governance in and of itself—by skewing the truth, science is also undermining the truth; the terrifying outcomes of which we find ourselves surrounded by today. Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues (1986) did not warn lightly that continuing to follow a path of social neglect in the interest of “keeping intellectuals employed” (p.1225) was in the best interests of neither the field of developmental psychology, nor humanity. In order to continue to build a world in which children are able to grow into scientists; a world in which progress is attained by moving forward together instead of by pushing certain people behind; a world in which scientific inquiry is valued—science must add-value and reorient itself with humanistic goals.

Amidst this discussion, it slowly becomes clear why studying Flint, MI is especially relevant in reinvigorating the connections of science with sociopolitical circumstances as Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues have beseeched us to— as we have seen, Flint is a community which has been catapulted into the limelight despite being forgotten, because of rare examples of grassroots community advocacy, citizen science, scientific and academic integrity and whistleblowing, responsible journalism and interdisciplinary collaboration. Of course, there is still much left to do to help the community in the areas that it worked so hard to draw attention to. Studying the unique circumstances of the Flint Water Crisis can both provide a voice and example to the
hundreds of similar communities that are not in the spotlight, while also offering some insight into how Flint can be best supported as they face the consequences of the crisis.

Reciprocally, following the arguments presented above, it is clear that such work will simultaneously benefit science. The circumstances of the water crisis have created an issue that is concurrently (amongst many other things) a neurological, neuroscientific and developmental psychology matter, and the scale at which these issues intersect in the lives of the children in Flint is perhaps unprecedented. Therefore, research in Flint is also important to the growth, contextualization and validation of these respective disciplines. Indeed, throughout the journey of research involved in this thesis, the ceaselessly increasing number of articles available on the topic have demonstrated that there is in fact an influx of researchers interested in conducting research in Flint ever since the water crisis became news.

Having established that Flint provides a salient example for rebuilding a real connection between science and society, the methodological aspects of the issue of scientific bias return to the conversation. As we have seen above, scientific research has so far fallen short of the objective of presenting pressing issues in underrepresented communities in a timely manner. In short order, according to the current discussion, the implication of this is that we must start studying unconventional topics using socially relevant methodologies.

Urie Bronfenbrenner has called upon his students and colleagues to do this repeatedly—and his contributions have been amongst the rare ones which have serviced and remained in service of communities and issues science appears to have forgotten. In fact, several of Flint’s children are students of his Headstart program, and their lives, particularly in the current circumstances, provide an extremely vivid realization of the utility of his theories and the salience of his suggestions regarding how child development occurs (and can be impeded) through
reciprocal interactions within an ecology of nested systems which arguably provides “the categories to consider the complexity of an entire community” (Newbrough, 2013, p.141).

However, to remain relevant, such work must be meticulously followed up on and systematically built upon. Otherwise, as Tudge et al. (2009) have posited, the “theories will simply live on until… they fade away as people lose interest… but they will never support the development of our field… in order to retain their scientific value and rigor… theories instead need to serve as the foundation for the explicit, systematic, and deliberate testing of hypotheses. (Tudge et al., 2016, p. 428)

Furthermore, it is arguable that theories must also be conceptualized in an inter-disciplinary way—for example, Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model suggests that the development of Flint’s children is shaped equally by their lawyers, doctors, councillors, reporters and businesspeople as it is by their teachers, parents and friends (Ceci, 2006); and so, addressing their developmental challenges requires a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach.

This process of interdisciplinary follow-up has clearly not been conducted as much as needed (neither in Flint nor in the countless similar communities we have still to hear about), and concurrently, quality work based on Bronfenbrenner’s theories is also scarce—problems with scientific bias account for this in part, but as research by Tudge et al. (2009, 2016) has revealed, researching human bioecologies effectively and actionably requires deeply considered methodologies which many researchers find challenging to create. Bronfenbrenner has himself noted that creating up-to-date research designs was a challenging priority in his later reflections: “today we are living in a different historical time. As already documented in this article, we are now in a period of growing chaos in the lives not only of families but in all the day-to-day environments of people of all ages. Re-creating social development is the principal challenge

---

1 N.b.: here, Newbrough (2013) refers not to the work of Bronfenbrenner, but to the work of Kurt Lewin, a notable social psychologist who influenced Bronfenbrenner tremendously, and will be discussed briefly further on in the paper.
confronting contemporary societies as we enter the 21st century. The necessary theoretical model is now in the making. *The corresponding research designs are our next task.* As for the needed empirical findings, these still lie ahead” (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000, p. 123, emphasis mine).

Adding further to the challenge, as proponents of community-based work have seen, many of the current embodied attitudes towards research of this kind create spaces of miscommunication and inequity between researchers and the communities they are researching, which eventually affects the validity of the data collected. Thus, an important goal of community based work is the realignment of academic attitudes towards the validity and nature of research data emerging from *within* communities. Such work has been argued to be useful in enabling discourse that ties values central to communities together with academic goals and the work of researchers, who are indeed dynamically impacting the communities and phenomena they study in significant ways. (See Hacker, 2013 and Minkler & Wallerstein, 2011 for an overview of community based participatory research perspectives).

It is in addressing these methodological dilemmas that this pilot study emerged—within an attempt to ‘research the research question,’2 this study offers dynamic insight into the peculiarities of designing bioecological research within Flint, revealing the larger importance of getting to know one’s participants and taking a community-based approach in the work of bioecological research within developmental psychology. By explicating how the socio-cultural conception of development itself is transforming as Flint’s community is catapulted into a biomedical conversation about lead poisoning, eco-security and other issues, this pilot study identifies how to expose the intersectionality informing the operation of various processes in Flint’s children’s lives, and reveals a path to more equitable, communicative and open relationships between academia

---

2 I must note that credit for this pithy characterization of the objective of my work in this thesis goes to Kevin Nascimento, an academic colleague.
and communities, even as the number of academic researchers in Flint grows larger and larger as a result of the Flint Water Crisis.

The following research questions guide the work:

1. Who are the key stakeholders related to children in Flint and how can they be empowered in guiding intervention work appropriately?
2. How can Urie Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Model be applied to research design in Flint?
3. What challenges are faced in creating Bioecological research in Flint and how can they be overcome?

IDEOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

2.1 Urie Bronfenbrenner

In introducing this thesis, there has been no lack of emphasis on the centrality of Urie Bronfenbrenner’s work. Reviewing the work he did across his lifespan as presented in the Urie Bronfenbrenner Papers Archive at the Cornell University Library, it becomes evident that Bronfenbrenner has always been an activist at heart: one whose academic work has always been political, both explicitly through what he has advocated, and implicitly, in the active reconsideration of his work as it was transformed by application. A journey through his work over half-a-century, beginning in the 1940s through the 2000s, shows that Bronfenbrenner truly worked his way experientially and theoretically towards child psychology.

He started with a truly broad group of interests, including concern for sociometry (the quantitative study and measurement of relationships within a group of people), neuropsychiatry, an early version of drama therapy, personality, ethics, and interdisciplinary and team work in research. These finally coalesced into a formalized focus on issues of social psychology like

---

3 This archive presents a full list of Bronfenbrenner’s work, including projects and lectures, and can be found at http://ebooks.library.cornell.edu/cgi/U/findaid/findaid-idx?c=rmc;cc=rmc;rgn=Entire20%Finding20%Aid;view=reslist;subview=standard;didno=RMA00954.xml

It seems, however, that Bronfenbrenner’s journey must have begun long before the documentation of it started in the 1940s, as the son of an epidemiologist and doctor of neuropathology who had moved to the U.S.A. from Moscow, Russia, when he was only six years old (Ceci, 2006)—and although Bronfenbrenner had firmly emerged as a researcher of families, child personality and development in the sixties, he also had a very interesting (considering the political climate at the time) side-by-side focus on US-Soviet relationships that became apparent in his work within this and the next decade. Considering child development in such drastically different environments, both recovering from a brutal and hateful war, seemed to have drawn Bronfenbrenner into a variety of sociological, anthropological, economic and political topics throughout the 60s (for example, Bronfenbrenner, 1963 and Bronfenbrenner & Condry, 1970)—including expanding his cross-cultural inquiries outside US-Soviet perspectives (e.g., Devereux, Bronfenbrenner, & Suci, 1962). This sheds light on why and how Bronfenbrenner’s work continually embraces cross-cultural lessons in social and developmental psychology, and also accounts for the importance he affords environments in his theory of development.4

Indeed, it was within the early part of this decade (the sixties) that Bronfenbrenner, while focused quite heavily on topics surrounding morality and personality, seemed to start considering the ‘ecological factors,’ i.e., specific environmental correlates, of child development. In a natural progression, it was also at this time that he began to become involved politically in education, working on task forces in child development and advocating for children in the White House, 

4 Bronfenbrenner’s cross-cultural work is arguably also pertinent to present political circumstances, wherein it is important and interesting to note that he provides an apt reminder of the tremendous value of the immigrant-outsider perspective, something Ceci (2006) very poetically noted in his obituary for Bronfenbrenner: “…the essence of Urie for me:() He could be humbly arrogant, advising people on popular culture, matters he usually knew little about. But Urie knew America, and he knew it as only an immigrant can know a place. He recognized the signs of its disarray and chaos, and he knew that its salvation would depend on strong families. As the research piled up showing the family’s importance, this became Urie’s mantra” (p.174).
leading to his involvement in the Head Start program that had just begun under President Johnson. (See Zigler & Muenchow, 1992, for an overview on the history of Head Start in America.)

Social psychologist Kurt Lewin was another important influence on Bronfenbrenner’s work. Lewin advocated for more active and egalitarian approaches in psychology research (for a collection of Lewin’s works, see Gold, 1999). Lewin’s influence is particularly notable in Bronfenbrenner’s work. In fact, Bronfenbrenner’s entire ecological systems theory can be considered an expansion of Lewin’s person-in-context theory: “B = f(P, E); Where B is behavior, P is the person and E is the environment” (Newbrough, 2013, p.140). Notably, Lewin is known for coining the term ‘action research,’ describing a research methodology that encourages researchers to consciously design and implement studies that focus on exploring the consequences of actions; rather than subscribing to a positivist notion of an objectivity that is “separate from the meanings understood by participants as they act in their world” (Wallerstein and Duran, 2010, p.27).

The resulting action research thus viewed subjects of research as real-time influencers of the issues being studied; and held (the assumption) that collaborative sharing of research knowledge with societies for action was the frankest method of enabling social transformations through advocacy and structural changes, as it efficiently relied on capacities within the societies themselves. Because of this contribution, Lewin is considered a pioneer of community based participatory research; and his influence on Bronfenbrenner’s work begins to thread it together with community based methodology inspiring this work.

---

5 Positivism is a thought system that places high emphasis on the ability of scientific (empirical or logical) verification in validating any assertion. It was established by Auguste Comte, a French philosopher.

6 Please note that these passages are from a previous work of mine entitled ‘New Directions in Community Based Work: Psychological perspectives on the history and practices of community based participatory research.’

7 Used interchangeably with related terms like action science, organizational action research, etc.
Bronfenbrenner’s theories on Human Ecology were becoming increasingly solidified during this evolution, and by the 1980s, he had created a real revolution in psychology, demonstrating that his work, and that of his colleagues, could significantly change the lives of children—Bronfenbrenner recognized that children’s lives were also governed by things such as the economy via its definition of work schedules for their parents, and the cultural notions that made communities interact differently in different geopolitical and ethnic contexts—and he had brought this pivotal idea to the forefront of politics, not just academia. Throughout this, Bronfenbrenner remained guided in his work by a methodical frustration over the widespread issue of prioritizing rigor and elegance in experimental design over relevance and scope.

In Toward an Experimental Ecology of Human Development, Bronfenbrenner (1977) discusses this frustration along with his discontent over the then common phenomenon of theorists openly shunning psychometric reliability and validity. Bronfenbrenner wanted to study human development, but not in what turn out to be farcical recreations of everyday settings, and nor through the abstract theories of individuals. Thus, he described his own observational (rather than interpretational) nested model of the human environment and suggested that people be studied in these (relational, physical and intellectual) domains, and most interestingly, exhorted researchers to give attention to ecological validity, a measure of how similar to naturally occurring human conditions and activities the experimental setting or theoretical basis is.

Although his theories in the eighties gapingly omitted biological factors; Bronfenbrenner’s uncommon lens allowed his work to continue to inch towards including this missing perspective.

---

8 An example of this is Bronfenbrenner’s submission of a testimony entitled “Strengthening Families Through Flexible Work Schedules’ to the Subcommittee on Employee Ethics and Utilization Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, which is documented in Cornell’s archive on him.

9 “Ecological validity refers to the extent to which the environment experienced by the subjects in a scientific investigation has the properties it is supposed or assumed to have by the investigator.” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p.29).

10 Notably, this was a time directly preceding a period of rapid medical advancement, especially in brain research.
rather than stagnating at what appeared to be his peak. An active teacher, activist and researcher, Bronfenbrenner was truly applying the action-research principles of Lewin, and was able to evolve his theories as he looked more closely at families and at children of different ages: recognizing the human implications of major world environmental and technological changes and folding these revelations into his work. Indeed, by the end of the decade, Bronfenbrenner was exploring, up-to-date with the times, issues with biological considerations, like temporality and memory in development (e.g., Ceci & Bronfenbrenner, 1985).

Although the nomenclature of ‘Bioecological Model’ was only published a few years later in Bronfenbrenner & Ceci (1994), the model as we know it was introduced by Bronfenbrenner in a talk that he delivered at Berkeley following this evolution of the theory; entitled The Developing Ecology of Human Development: Paradigm Lost or Paradigm Regained? (Bronfenbrenner, 1989). The lecture sees Bronfenbrenner, characteristically self-critical, speak about his ‘failure of success,’ noting his suspicion that people inspired by him focus too much on context, and not enough at development. Reminding his students of the importance of those whose shoulders we stand on, Bronfenbrenner (1989) explained in this lecture that he does fundamentally believe that development occurs in the brain and that traditional psychological concepts of cognition and so on are definitely real and useful to him—even if they do not tell the whole story.

However, even after a long, eventful decade of many new discoveries, Bronfenbrenner (1989) once more calls into question research practices which he feels are holding developmental science back during this talk—for example, ignoring statistically insignificant results, using multiple regression to control causal models, employing research tactics that only allow for linear relationships between variables, analyzing research mainly using averaged values (ignoring patterns and variables in the extreme cases), and overstating the scientific importance of correlations and magnitudes of effects. Research, as Bronfenbrenner (1989) was observing it,

---

11 The lecture can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaQHGyVaEKrC.
seemed to be consistently responding to industrial concerns over improvements in theoretical
guidance; and this was leading to a steady convolution of the work of developmental psychology.

This brings us to the important point that while Bronfenbrenner’s work did revolutionize
psychology in many ways, it remains a work in progress—even now, a few more decades into the
future, we continue to see in biobehavioral research trends that such factors as white coat
syndrome (wherein patients experience anxiety and hypertension upon seeing lab-coats,
potentially affecting the nature of their responses and willingness to speak and collaborate— see
Den Hond et al., 2003 for more information) despite an expanded conversation about bedside
manner and making the lab setting more realistic and comfortable. Perhaps that the problem is
not simply the research setting, as Bronfenbrenner (1977) indicated, or even the research methods
that Bronfenbrenner (1989) criticized, but the entire research paradigm itself; with its deeply
embedded prescriptive and culturally entrenched power dynamics (see Riley et al., 2003, for a
summary of evidence of this issue).

This ongoing issue constitutes one of the great motivating factors in this study’s adoption of
an approach that is both community based and bioecological at the same time— having studied
various examples of research demonstrating Bronfenbrenner’s idea of the mutually constitutive,
reflexive relationships between environments and genetics with humans at their center, as
conduits; it appears that applied work in the domain of Bronfenbrenner’s conceptual theories
tends to require researchers to clearly articulate the many purposes of psychological research,
demands collaborative community participation, and ultimately provides knowledge on how
flawed research paradigms can be worked within and around to create more meaningful research
practices. The rest of this section provides an outline of this theoretical approach and a discussion
of various examples of its application.

2.2 The Bioecological Model
The most central and earliest idea of Bronfenbrenner’s concept of Human Ecology—the idea that contexts are a crucial part understanding development (although not the only part). Rather than being passive backgrounds for the processes of development, contexts are operative, active participants in development that modify and even generate processes of development.

Bronfenbrenner posits that contexts of development are the circumstances and relationships that provide a space (and define the extent of constraints upon such a space) in which development may occur. They are visualized by Bronfenbrenner as actively self-reflexive and self-generative in such a way that each occupies the other in a nested way (he himself compares these to Russian dolls), as shown in the diagram below. (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979).

![Fig. 1. Context in Bronfenbrenner's Bioecological Model (Source: Santrock, 2007)](image)

Bronfenbrenner has outlined that each of these contexts of development contains economic, social, ecological, biological, and other such capabilities to support an individual’s development; and does so in different ways for different people, making them an important aspect
to study when considering the factors affecting the development of humans. As seen in Fig. 1, Bronfenbrenner has named and defined the main contexts of human development: **microsystems** are in the immediate context of an individual, including their characteristics and the personally related social structures surrounding them; the **mesosystem** is a context which contains the relationships through which Microsystems affect and transform each other so that the impact of **exosystems** of unrelated (at a personal level) social structures that affect individuals can be understood; while **macrosystems**, which exist as a result of the interactions between exosystems and mesosystems, present the broader cultural world of actions taken (including resource division) within all the other systems. (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979; Ferguson et al., 2009; Tudge et al., 2009, 2016).

Finally, there are also chronosystems, which consider temporal factors like time between life events, history in general, and the evolution of societies—this is important because in each different time marker we are likely to find a different cross-sectional image of the above systems, which are constantly evolving and accumulating progressively layered information as civilization ages through each individual. (Bronfenbrenner 1992, 1994; Ferguson, 2009; Tudge et al., 2009, 2016).

Practically, these contexts can account simultaneously, as an example, for how historical movements like that of women’s suffrage might affect the developmental trajectory of a young girl in the early 20th century, as well as the way in which the age at which she starts school might affect her lifelong accumulation of certain types of knowledge in comparison to others who started school before her (chronosystems); while also demonstrating how cultural understandings of beauty might shape her behavioral development and choice of activities (macrosystem); further breaking down the ways in which accessible institutions, beauty pageants, journalists, governmental scholarship programs and so on would interfere or corroborate with broader cultural trends depending on how the child’s family, teachers, friends and so on respond to and are
affected by these things, without forgetting to include the effect of the child’s individual genetic and experiential disposition on all of these factors (exosystems, mesosystems and microsystems, including person considerations, discussed below)—a very thorough picture indeed.

It is easy, seeing this, to understand why development is envisioned very comprehensively by Bronfenbrenner & Morris (2006) as “the phenomenon of continuity and change in biopsychological characteristics of human beings both as individuals and as groups” (p.793). The aspects of time and biology in this definition of development are crucial, and indeed, these were the pivotal later additions to his theory in the late 80s (as previously discussed). Bronfenbrenner eventually recognized through conducting research in less sanitized, more realistic, ecologically valid settings that process, person, and time\textsuperscript{12} needed to be considered in addition to context in order to truly understand development. In Fig. 2, below, the addition of these aspects to the model is visualized.

\textit{Fig. 2. Process, Person, Context and Time in the Bioecological Model (Source: Ferguson et al., 2009)}

The understanding of process is crucial to tying together the biological and chronological aspects of the improved theory. Heavy influenced by Vygotsky, Bronfenbrenner has explained proximal and distal processes as core processes of the child’s semantic, intersubjective, interaction

\textsuperscript{12} Note that the modern conception of the bioecological theory discusses time as more than simply a context as the chronosystem is, as will be expounded further later on in this section.
with the world that both directly and indirectly mediate the child’s development by shaping the various contexts in which it occurs—he has called such processes the “engines of development” (Bronfenbrenner and Evans, 2000, p.118).

Processes, as Bronfenbrenner sees them, build on each other, gaining increasing complexity, similar to how innocent early habits can develop into complex behavioral patterns which finally emerge as distinctive, intricate personalities. In his own words, proximal processes, those processes directly affecting the microsystems of the child, are explained as a core component of development itself:

Human development takes place throughout life through processes of progressively more complex reciprocal interaction between an active, evolving biopsychological human organism and the persons, objects, and symbols in its immediate external environment. To be effective, the interaction must occur on a fairly regular basis over extended periods of time. Such enduring forms of interaction in the immediate environment are referred to as proximal processes. (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998, p. 996)

Naturally, processes occur within the general impositions and influences of an individual’s systems-contexts, and Bronfenbrenner emphasizes that the role of context, person, and time continue to be important:

The form, power, content, and direction of the proximal processes effecting development vary systematically as a joint function of the characteristics of the developing person: the environment—both immediate and more remote—in which the processes are taking place, the nature of the developmental outcomes under consideration, and the social continuities and changes occurring over time through the life course and the historical period during which the person has lived. (Bronfenbrenner and Evans, 2000, p.118-119)

To better envision this, consider the example of a habit of walking the same path in woods everyday—although an individual may not change this process much, they are still bound to learn new things from their contexts because different weather, different animals scurrying about, different people like a friend, a parent, a teacher or stranger would interact with them, generating more proximal processes building upon the process of walking the same path in the woods and directly transforming the experience for them causing some kind of development; despite the fact
that the individual set out to have an unchanged experience. Furthermore, we can see that seemingly individual factors are affected by the macrosystem context of culture and systemic accessibility—the process of walking that path in the woods would have different outcomes depending on the different clothes a person chooses to wear based on fashion and wealth, and by distal, or indirect processes, like those of the individual’s parents’ in choosing whether to give them a water bottle to carry on their walk—another factor that could greatly change the experience of the habitual walk.

Apart from this contextual transformation of process, the person component, which refers to how personal characteristics—both biological (both physical and cognitive) and those emerging from individual processes, like personality, spirituality, morality, wealth, etc.—also influence the way an individual proximally processes the world significantly. This may function within the earlier metaphor of walking the same path in a wood as a matter of personal willpower or perseverance and stamina to keep walking in a pleasant, energetic and happy state of mind; or as a factor of the length of the individual’s legs, which would affect the way they pace themselves in their walk and eventually impact what they notice on the walk or how they feel about walking, and so on. Simultaneously, the person component also reminds us that humans affect their environment and behave—an individual’s disposition may cause them to pave a path for an easier walk in the future.

Of course, given this reciprocal and focal nature of the person component, there arises a discussion naturally of value-judgements on desirable and undesirable personal traits, which fits comfortably with Bronfenbrenner’s focus on morality. The focal nature of the person component also allows, beyond this, for an important discussion regarding Bronfenbrenner’s contribution to the important work of tempering and expanding the biomedical perspective that is increasingly prevalent in psychology research today as advances in genetic, neural and other biological data collection have continued at unprecedented rates. Bronfenbrenner has opposed biological
determinism in thinking about personal characteristics and has highlighted how ecological factors impact biological factors reciprocally, expanding developmental psychology’s attention to epigenetics and contributing modern perspectives in the nature vs. nurture debate (Bronfenbrenner and Ceci, 1994).

For example, he hypothesizes effectively, based on various studies by other people, about how strong and weak proximal processes impact heritability and about how the power of this impact can vary across environments:

Proximal processes raise levels of effective developmental functioning, and thereby increase the proportion of individual differences attributable to actualized genetic potential for such outcomes. This means that heritability ($h^2$ squared) will be higher when proximal processes are strong and lower when such processes are weak…. [they also] actualize genetic potentials both for enhancing functional competence and for reducing degrees of dysfunction. Operationally, this means that as the level of proximal process is increased, indexes of competence will rise, those of dysfunction will fall, and the value of $h^2$ will become greater in both instances…. [furthermore,] if persons are exposed over extended periods of time to settings that provide developmental resources and encourage engagement in proximal processes to a degree not experienced in the other settings in their lives, then the power of proximal processes to actualize genetic potentials for developmental competence will be greater for those living in more disadvantaged and disorganized environments. (Bronfenbrenner and Ceci, 1994, p.572-579)

Specifically, Bronfenbrenner is explaining above that strong proximal processes create a greater proportion of real developmental outcomes — i.e., actualized genetic potential — thereby creating a greater chance for those developmental outcomes to be inheritable. This further implies that since people living in disadvantaged and disorganized settings have lesser actualized genetic potential/developmental outcomes around them generally (due to having lesser and weaker proximal processes in their lives) compared to those living in advantaged settings; providing strong proximal processes to disadvantaged communities would have a much greater impact on heritability than providing the same opportunities to fortunate communities.

Effectively, this argues that the strength of proximal processes impacts individual biological characteristics through their impact on heritability, which Bronfenbrenner considers as specifically
referring to *actualized*, or observable genetic potential (in other words, this acknowledges that there may be great deal of genetic potential that is simply unknown because there have never been conditions in which it was able to be expressed, but asserts that such unknown potential is not heritable since it can never influence any process or otherwise affect the development of the individual). This indicates, that in bioecological research, biological characteristics are not seen as fixed and deterministic causes of outcomes, but rather, as reflexively active and transformational components of the bioecological system. (Bronfenbrenner and Evans, 2000; Bronfenbrenner and Ceci, 1994).

Inherent to the reciprocity between person, process and context demonstrated above is the idea of time. We see that Bronfenbrenner outlines time as existing historically, periodically and momentarily; and emphasizes that reciprocal relationships and developments within ecosystems are organized through time. These time considerations exist in the larger landscape of chronosystems that were eventually incorporated into the model. The aspect of time in this new model “encompasses change or consistency over time not only in the characteristics of the person but also of the environment in which that person lives (e.g., changes over the life course in family structure, socioeconomic status, employment, place of residence, or the degree of hecticness and ability in everyday life)” (Bronfenbrenner, 1994, p.40). Within the chronosystem, time considerations of micro-time, i.e., the time related aspects of any ongoing situation like duration and interruption, are discernible, as are considerations of meso-time, i.e., aspects like frequency and regularity of situations across different micro-time instances; along with macro-time considerations of the broader socio-historical circumstances that shape such micro- and meso-time aspects. (Bronfenbrenner, 1994; Ferguson, 2009).

In returning to the metaphor of the process of walking, one might add, based on the above, that the individual, walking the path while realizing that leaves fall and clutter the path during the season of Autumn, might recognize, through a temporal analysis of their previous experiences of
walking the path, that they have the power of being able to clean the leaves out of the way; and explain that this can be understood in terms of how it takes a certain amount of periodic experience and an observation of the chronology of events for individual, as well as environmental developments (leaves getting cleaned from the path between seasons) to occur before the fulfillment of the ultimate result of the individual developing a sense of agency over such circumstances can take place. Concurrently, a broader, ‘macro,’ understanding of time accounts for the fact that the forest is only safe for the individual to walk in today because expanding human settlements have driven all the dangerous wild animals out of it for the last 40 years, showing how events long before the individual’s birth can impact their development.

Considering these aspects altogether, Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological systems theory can thus be summarized as incorporating “four interacting dimensions… process, person, context, and time… that underlie human development at multiple levels” (Ferguson et al., 2009, p.65-67) in order to (while studying human development) visualize and account for the complex, reflexive, and reciprocal relationships within which development, a process of enduring change that translates across times and contexts, occurs.

2.3 Building Bioecological Research

Having a general foundation in the ideology of the bioecological theory of human development, it is now possible to consider more specifically how Bronfenbrenner intends for his theory to transform research. As he reminds students: “the principal and direct focus of our research program is not on analyzing the development of human beings as such, but on further developing the scientific tools—the theories, research designs, and corresponding empirical findings—that are required in order to improve our understanding of the conditions and processes that shape human development” (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000, p.117).

In creating such a research program, Bronfenbrenner (1997) has indicated that research should focus more on creating relevant contexts in which to study development, establishing in
designing the research the “ecological validity” of the proposed methodology; i.e., evaluating “the extent to which the environment experienced by the subjects in a scientific investigation has the properties it is supposed or assumed to have by the investigator” (p.29). Given that “different kinds of settings give rise to distinctive patterns of role, activity, and relation for persons who become participants in [research] settings” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.109), the “setting becomes ecologically valid for research on human behavior and development only when the following two conditions are met: the psychological and social meaning of the subject’s experience in the setting is investigated and becomes known to the researcher, and the subjective meaning of the research situation corresponds to the environmental experience to which the investigator wishes to generalize” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.121-122). Otherwise, the setting may be producing different roles and behaviors than would be produced in the setting the researcher is wondering about—which is obviously undesirable.

Bronfenbrenner (1977) has also explained that the properties of the person, context, processes, and time in ecological research as described above must be viewed as “interdependent and analyzed in systems terms” (p.41) when considering bioecological research, paying attention to relationships, which are formed “whenever one person in a setting pays attention to or participates in the activities of another” (p.41), since this creates dyadic associations in which it is likely that developmental changes will reciprocally affect both members. Observing these dyads also reveals important information about “second-order effect[s]… the indirect influence of third parties on the interaction between members of a dyad” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.68). Particularly, one should not forget in designing such research and considering relationships that “the full interpersonal system operating in a given setting… will typically include all the participants present (not excluding the investigator) and involve reciprocal relations between them” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.66).
Simultaneously, regarding the measurement of development, Bronfenbrenner (1977) has emphasized that the changes in thinking/functioning that are being observed must carry “over to other settings” (p.35) and other periods of their lives to be considered development. Furthermore, he has defined that development is reflected in the “the substantive variety and structural complexity of the molar activities which [an individual] initiates and maintains in the absence of instigation or direction by others” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.55); wherein a molar activity is understood to be an “ongoing behavior possessing a momentum of its own and perceived as having meaning or intent by the participants in the setting” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.45).

Regarding heritability and the biological components, Bronfenbrenner has explained that it is advisable to use “heritability measures as a criterion for assessing the power of a given theoretical model. Such wider use becomes possible with the development of new mathematical models that permit estimating genetic components not only for developmental outcomes, but for all components of the theoretical model, plus the use of siblings rather than twins… The results will tell us which genetic potentials are being actualized, for better or for worse, under the given conditions of ‘process, person, context and time” (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000, p.119).

Considering these positions together, one might create different types of experiments rooted in bioecological theory by systematically contrasting various “environmental systems or their structural components, with a careful attempt to control other sources of influence either by random assignment (planned experiment) or by matching (natural experiment)… [or a] transforming experiment involves the systematic alteration and restructuring of existing ecological systems in ways that challenge the forms of social organization, belief systems, and lifestyles prevailing in a particular culture or subculture” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p.36-41).

2.4 Past Bioecological Research

Tudge et al (2009, 2016) provide an excellent literature review of bioecological research work conducted since the publication of Bronfenbrenner’s most mature, bioecological model.
They focus on evaluating “the extent to which contemporary scholars are appropriately using Bronfenbrenner’s theory in its developed form in the design of their studies” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.202), arguing that applying theory correctly in research is extremely important, since “failure to do so means that [the theory] has not been tested appropriately; data apparently supporting the theory do no such thing if the theory has been incorrectly described, and, by the same token, a misrepresented theory is impervious to attack from non-supportive [sic] data” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.206).

Tudge et al.’s (2009, 2016) findings are dismal: with them finding that only 4 out of the 25 studies were appropriate bioecological studies in 2009, and only 2 out of 20 in 2016. They attribute this to non-standardized theoretical training in graduate schools of social sciences and a general lack of explicit demands upon students to base their research and statistical analysis strongly and rigorously in theory.

Furthermore, they emphasize that “theories such as Bronfenbrenner’s might be particularly prone to misrepresentation and a lack of appropriate evaluation” (Tudge et al., 2016, p.429), and break this assertion down, explaining that the bioecological model is “a contextualist theory that is too often treated as though it fits within a mechanist paradigm13” (Tudge et al., 2016, p.429). They advise that “given differences at the ontological and epistemological levels, there also should be equivalent differences at the level of method,14” or “in other words, [that] any research that reduces Bronfenbrenner’s theory to the independent effect of context on development is misguided, treating his theory as mechanist rather than contextualist” (Tudge et al., 2016, p.431).

13 Tudge et al. (2016) reference Pepper (1942) at this point to demonstrate the main worldview of psychology—mechanism (the view that beings are like machines with unrelated components that work together when given an external impetus), organicism (the view that beings are inherently whole and their nature is essential rather reactive), contextualism (the view that beings can only be understood in terms of their contexts, and that the semantic/contextual world that we live in informs their developmental behavior).

14 They argue that mechanists would focus only on one variable, excluding all others, and not really looking at interactions between variables as places that new synergetic properties emerge in the way Bronfenbrenner does.
They also state that the theory may be “viewed as simply too difficult to translate effectively into research” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.207), acknowledging that Bronfenbrenner never provided clear guidance on applying his theories, and that the model appears to necessitate massive and difficult studies: “if one considers designing a study that includes each and every aspect of the theory, the research would indeed be a large and complex study.” However, they also assert that including everything is unnecessary, and that the only stipulation provided by Bronfenbrenner regarding study design was that any study “involving the PPCT model should focus on proximal processes, showing how they are influenced both by characteristics of the developing individual and by the context in which they occur and showing how they are implicated in relevant developmental outcomes” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.208).

The studies that met Tudge et al.’s (2009, 2016) criteria for successful bioecological research simultaneously investigated “all four elements of the model” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.200) — Process, Person, Context and Time; and studies “in which the methods and analyses are appropriate to the theory and in which the hypotheses to be tested are theoretically derived” (Tudge et al., 2016, p. 440). Furthermore, appropriate studies build on the theory of the bioecological model, such as one study in which researchers furthered Bronfenbrenner’s theories about the synergistic effects of processes across multiple similar contexts by showing that processes across multiple differing contexts can also produce synergistic effects— e.g., processes repeated in peer microsystems and in family microsystems have synergistic effects, not just processes in multiple family systems. (Benson and Buelhr, 2012; Tudge et al., 2009, 2016).

On the other hand, Tudge et al. (2009, 2016) warn against some common mistakes that they have observed, such as omitting proximal processes altogether from design or only focusing on older writings; limiting the theory to only contextual effects on development; focusing on a single nested system; focusing on contextual or individual influences only and not any proximal processes; omitting time from research design; looking at person upon context interactions less
than context upon person influences and discussing proximal processes and time as merely contextual/environmental factors.

They also remind us that there are “critical difference[s]” between analyses relevant to the bioecological model and other analytic designs… the most common… is the linear multiple regression model. This model provides estimates of the ’independent” effect of each factor included in the research design. . . . [but] as [Bronfenbrenner] spelled out elsewhere, the multiple regression model, as typically applied in psychological research, requires the assumption that the various factors affecting the outcome operate independently of each other and that, therefore, their combined effects can be only additive” (Tudge et al., 2016, p.441). They suggest for this reason that structural equation modeling and person-centered approaches which “integrate multiple aspects of development and capture the coherent structure of individual functioning” (Tudge et al., 2016, p.442) should be used instead of multiple regression.

Apart from these critiques, Tudge et al. (2016) also highlight a particularly tricky mistake that researchers make in designing bioecological research:

In many cases, we found that some or all of the theory’s main concepts were described, but the study variables were apparently draped onto whichever of the concepts seemed to be the best fit, without an attempt to test or evaluate the theoretically driven relations among the concepts. This “coat hanger” use of a theory seems more appropriate than one in which the theory itself is misrepresented, because the relevant concepts are mentioned. However, assessing the process aspect of PPCT requires more than just studying an interaction; person and context components have not been considered appropriately simply because people are being studied in one or other context; and merely because a study is longitudinal, it does not necessarily meet the time requirement. (Tudge et al., 2016, p.440)

While Tudge et al. (2016) emphasize the need to derive hypotheses from theoretical substance in order to avoid this mistake, arguably, such mistakes arise in some part from a lack of understanding of the communities being studied. After all, proximal processes and their contextual outcomes differ intersectionally across economic, cultural, gender and racial lines, to name just a few, because, as Tudge et al. (2009) have noted: “context, too, influences proximal
processes, and the minimum requirement would be to evaluate the differential influence of two microsystems (home and school, for example) or two macrosystems (middle- and working-class families or adolescents from different cultural groups) on the activities and interactions of interest” (p.202).

Furthermore, Tudge et al. (2009) emphasize the role of identifying “the personal characteristics that individuals bring with them into any social situation… [dividing] these characteristics into three types… demand, resource, and force characteristics15” (p.200) in building bioecological research: “to understand how Person characteristics influence those proximal processes, the minimum requirement would be to assess the ways in which a demand characteristic, such as age, appearance, or gender, altered these activities and interactions, although a richer design would examine the ways in which relevant resource or force characteristics of the study participants influenced the ways in which they acted and interacted” (Tudge et al., 2009, p.202). All of this clearly suggests that a deep awareness of the participants is necessary in bioecological research.

Lastly, even the broader characteristics of the community represented in the chronosystem can sometimes be closely guarded cultural knowledge; and gaining an understanding of them can require close connections to be built between the researcher and the community long before the research is designed. Even when considering the simple temporal aspect of repeat contact in a

15 This is a redefinition of the term ‘demand characteristic’ which more conventionally refers to experimental artifacts. Bronfenbrenner’s version indicates that “Demand characteristics are those to which [Bronfenbrenner] had referred in earlier writings as “personal stimulus” characteristics, those that act as an immediate stimulus to another person, such as age, gender, skin color, and physical appearance. These types of characteristics may influence initial interactions because of the expectations formed immediately. Resource characteristics, by contrast, are not immediately apparent, though sometimes they are induced, with differing degrees of accuracy, from the demand characteristics that are seen. These are characteristics that relate partly to mental and emotional resources such as past experiences, skills, and intelligence and also to social and material resources (access to good food, housing, caring parents, educational opportunities appropriate to the needs of the particular society, and so on). Finally, force characteristics are those that have to do with differences of temperament, motivation, persistence, and the like.” (Tudge et al., 2009, p. 200).
longitudinal study, developing a strong relationship with the community seems methodologically crucial, as the strength of the connection will be important in eliciting follow-up participation.

When these factors are considered, it becomes clear that intersectional knowledge of the participant community is central to the work of designing appropriate bioecological research, and it is no stretch to suggest that some of the mistakes pointed out by Tudge et al. (2016) of the “draped”/“coat-hanger” (p.440) type may be on account of abstract, fractured, insufficient or in the worst case, non-existent relationships with participant-communities. Indeed, Lerner (2006) has emphasized this point, explaining that:

Finally, our designs should be informed not just by colleagues from the multiple disciplines with expertise in the scholarly study of human development. Our methods should be informed as well by the people and communities we study… They, too, are experts about development — a point our colleagues in cultural anthropology, sociology, and community youth development research and practice have been making for several years. Most certainly, participants in our community-based research and applications are experts in the character of development in their families and neighborhoods. Accordingly, research that fails to capitalize on the wisdom of its participants runs the real danger of lacking authenticity and of erecting unnecessary obstacles to the translation of the scholarship of knowledge generation into the scholarship of knowledge application. (Lerner, 2006, p13, emphasis mine)

2.5 Perspectives from Community Based Work

The bioecological model necessitates community-based intersectional research. While a full consideration of the debts owed to proponents of community-based work is not within the present scope, it is important to summarize some guiding features of community based work in explaining the ethos of the research design in this study: community based work is rooted in the spirit of social justice; it is based on community issues and systems, and serves community development and community driven outcomes; and it is a cooperative, egalitarian and empowering process of co-learning. (See Hacker, 2013; Jason et al., 2015; Minkler & Wallerstein, 2011 and Stoecker, 2012 for more information on community based work.)
Methodologically, community based work covers many grounds in terms of guiding qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods research appropriately. In this pilot study, two community based methodological practices are particularly relevant: the Delphi Method and Grounded Theory. Additionally, although it is not traditionally considered a research methodology, the process of mapping community capacities, a key concept of community based work, is also particularly relevant to this study. (Jason et al., 2015 and McKnight and Kretzmann, 1997).

There are debates surrounding the compatibility of community based research methodology with the Bioecological Model and Urie Bronfenbrenner’s recommendations for research design, particularly in terms of whether such work simply constitutes what Wallerstein and Duran (2010) have called a “pragmatic use of knowledge” (p.25) rather than a complex, community focused agenda that demotes the importance of independent theory and researcher objectives in the face of community driven objectives of inquiry. However, each of these community based work concepts and methodologies, as explained below, is arguably aligned with Bronfenbrenner’s postulations regarding Bioecological research methodology, and provides an effective contextual framework for research that proves his theories— and indeed, as McLeroy et al. (2003) have observed “increasing attention is being paid to ecological perspectives in community-based interventions” (p. 531) due to this (see also Merzel & D’Afflitti, 2003).

Additionally, it is arguable that because the research— aligned with the study’s goal of finding a path to more equitable, communicative and open relationships between academia and communities as outlined in the introduction —will first consider issues pertinent to the community when bioecological research is approached through community based methods, it will inherently elevate the community agenda over the researcher agenda, with the final outcome, through the researcher’s consolidation of their agenda with the community driven one, of unifying both community and researcher objectives.
2.5(a) The Delphi Method

The standard Delphi Method features “purposive sampling, emergent design, anonymous and structured communication between participants, and thematic analysis;” and serves to allow researchers to “solicit feedback from very different groups of people, each with a unique lens or expertise on an issue;” usually in sample sizes of “of between 10 and 20 participants” Expertise of participants “must be defined with predetermined criteria (e.g., years of experience working in an area, years spent living in a community” (Brady, 2015, p.62).

Data is usually collected via questionnaire in three waves: the “first wave includes an initial questionnaire, usually between 7 and 10 questions, followed by a second wave that provides all participants the opportunity to provide feedback to the responses of others, and concluded by a final, third wave questionnaire that is developed from the consensus opinions analyzed in Wave 1 and 2 in order to arrive at a final consensus on a question, topic, or issue” (Brady, 2015, p.62-63). In qualitative Delphi studies, thematic analysis to “identify the consensus opinions or themes present in participant responses to questions” (Brady, 2015, p.63) is conducted thereafter, using preset criteria to decide what constitutes consensus.

The Delphi Method is especially relevant to the type of experiment that Bronfenbrenner (1977) has described as a “transforming experiment [which] involves the systematic alteration and restructuring of existing ecological systems in ways that challenge the forms of social organization, belief systems, and lifestyles prevailing in a particular culture or subculture” (p.41). By providing an avenue of participation to the gatekeepers of cultural and organizational structures, the Delphi Method allows for a transformational experiment to be modeled while also serving as a conduit for the transformation; the methodology integrates the community based and participatory aspects of Bioecological research.

However, given that the current undertaking is to generate an understanding of the community in which to ground future Bioecological research, the Delphi Method has not been
applied in a traditional sense to this study. Instead, it has provided vital inspiration in generating a pilot research plan that underscores the participatory intentions of this research work. Apart from pushing the study towards questions about how to identify relevant community entities from whom feedback should be solicited, informing the tiered design and the sampling and recruitment strategy of this study, the core practices of the Delphi Method have also had a strong influence on the vision for the overall study beyond the pilot, as will be discussed later.

2.5(b) Grounded Theory

Grounded Theory approaches to research “emphasize developing theoretical frameworks that arise from close examinations of participants’ narratives and behavior … [and incorporate] bottom-up qualitative approaches, in which findings are emergent from data” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.23). The theories arising from data can be “substantive,” if they are specified to an operational area of inquiry or “formal,” if they are specified to theoretical concepts (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.23).

Grounded Theory practices can involve “ignoring a priori knowledge of the topic;” exploring “sensitizing concepts… [i.e.,] those interests, thoughts, and hunches that researchers have before they get started doing research… they are not formal theories;” practicing “reflexivity…[which] involves active self-reflection upon researchers’ own subjectivity in an attempt to make biases explicit and examine how these biases might influence findings;” or “working with research collaborators.” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.23-24).

Sampling strategies include theoretical sampling, an emergent, “purposive sampling process in which researchers select participants and groups for comparison in order to generate categories of meaning in their data…This means that data analysis must begin as data collection does…It is an iterative process… [and is] “inductive and contingent”… [i.e.,] it uses] initial analyses of data to direct further selection of participants. Participants are recruited until conceptual categories of data reach a point of “theoretical saturation,” or a point where “no additional data are being
found whereby the sociologist can develop properties of the category” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p. 24).

Data analysis primarily follows the “constant comparative method… [of] four stages: (a) comparing incidents applicable to each category, (b) integrating categories and their properties, (c) delimiting the theory, and (d) writing the theory” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.24).

As we have seen from the useful critiques of Tudge et al. (2009, 2016), bioecological research is most productive when it is actively proving the model (e.g., rather than coopting it into new theoretical models)— this presents an illusion of incompatibility between bioecological research and Grounded Theory, since the latter is clearly atheoretical.

However, in considering Bronfenbrenner’s (1977) exhortation that to create ecological validity “the psychological and social meaning of the subject’s experience in the setting is investigated and becomes known to the researcher, and the subjective meaning of the research situation corresponds to the environmental experience to which the investigator wishes to generalize” (p.121-122), it is arguable that designing research that is truly compatible with the Bioecological model must be preceded by a process of converting grounded substantive theory into grounded formal theory.

Furthermore, while the theoretical concerns of the Bioecological model are generally inescapable as described above, we have seen that in encompassing various personal components, broad contexts, types and proximities of processes, as well as multiple modalities of time, they are expansive enough that community based research agendas and their variety of practices can comfortably fit within them, as Onwuegbuzie et al. (2013) have discovered:

As co-editors and first-round copyeditors of Research in the Schools (Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie and Rebecca K. Frels), former editor of Educational Researcher (Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie), guest editor of previous International Journal of Multiple Research Approaches special issues (Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie, Kathleen M. T. Collins, and Rebecca K. Frels), editorial assistant/production editor of Research in the Schools (Rebecca K. Frels), and reviewers for and editorial board members of numerous journals, we have had the opportunity to review hundreds
of quantitative, qualitative, and mixed research articles over the years. And this experience has led us to identify a theoretical framework that incorporates virtually all research... Specifically... Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory. (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2013, p.4)

The main issue that would remain in ensuring that the research is community based would in fact be posed by the biases of researchers guided by publishing trends and professional concerns rather than community issues— which is specifically what Grounded Theory practices aim to avoid. Thus, incorporating Grounded Theory practices into the design of this pilot study exploring how to correctly build Bioecological research is beneficial.

2.5(c) Mapping Community Capacities

In a larger text about community organizing, McKnight and Kretzmann (1997) propose that in towns like Flint, where “massive economic shifts that have marked the past two decades. Hundreds of thousands of industrial jobs have either disappeared or moved away from the central city and its neighborhoods... new approaches to rebuilding their lives and communities, new openings toward opportunity, are a vital necessity,” (p.171). They explain further that these natural deficiencies of communities in transition are often mislabeled as permanent special needs by governmental actors, who:

- Codify and program this perspective through deficiency-oriented policies and programs. Then, human service systems—often supported by foundations and universities—translate the programs into local activities that teach people the nature of their problems and the value of services as the answer to their problems... gradually, they become mainly consumers of services with no incentive to be producers. Consumers of services focus vast amounts of creativity and intelligence on the survival-motivated challenge of outwitting the “system” or on finding ways—in the informal or even illegal economy—to bypass the system entirely... when deficiency- and needs-oriented programs come to dominate the lives of neighborhoods where low-income people reside. (McKnight and Kretzmann, 199, p.171-172)

Instead of such deficiency based programming, McKnight and Kretzmann (1997) urge community based workers to focus on identifying, highlighting and building upon community capacity. For example, in mitigating the issue of malnutrition in a community, this might mean supporting local food-oriented businesses to expand into the health-food arena so that the entire
community can contribute to a sustainable culture shift towards healthy-eating, rather than simply establishing an isolated healthy-school-lunch program in which children are forced to be no more than passive consumers of public welfare.

McKnight and Kretzmann (1997) outline a process through which to map such community capacities, inviting research into individual talents and capacities (including people with disabilities and other labels), personal income and expenditure, local businesses and home-enterprises, local unions, associations, organizations and institutions (political, financial, cultural, faith-based, media/communications); and to map community resources, inviting workers to identify local institutes of higher education, hospitals, social service agencies, non-profits, public schools, police and fire departments, libraries, parks, vacant land and structures, local waste and utility solutions, accessible public information.

Apart from being a strategy well suited to the economic landscape of Flint, mapping community capacities is also important because it provides a system through which to contextualize the extents of influence held by prominent community actors and arms. By providing important contextual and historical information, as well as information on personal demand, resource and force characteristics that suggest how and where less obvious reciprocal dyadic associations may exist or be emerging, and revealing the circumstances in which they operate, mapping community capacities can be understood as an integral step in meaningfully identifying pivotal processes within communities, providing the necessary foundation for developing strong Bioecological research.

THE RESEARCH PROCESS

3.1 Pilot Study Design and Methods

3.1(a) Conception of study and access to the sample
This research on the Flint Water Crisis in Flint, MI was conceptualized and conducted in New York City based on the researcher’s connection to the community of Flint through her employment as a paralegal at Levy Konigsberg, LLP, a law firm representing over a thousand children affected by the Flint Water Crisis in individual personal injury lawsuits.

Although the research commenced only after both the generous authorization of the law firm to use archival data from their records and recruit participants from their client roster, and the approval of Sarah Lawrence College’s institutional review board in February 2017, the researcher had ongoing in-person and phone contact with individuals in Flint, MI starting in February 2016 through her occupational duties of outreach to prospective clients, client-relationship management and collecting personal, demographic and health information from clients relating to the Flint water cases.

The earliest impetus to conduct research in Flint emerged from reflections upon the simultaneously distressed, resilient, fearful and hopeful conversations between the researcher and the people of Flint through this vocational connection.

3.1(b) Evolution, Intentional Flexibility and Purpose of Pilot Study

This research was initiated with a fairly different vision, although its community based intentions and affiliation to the work of Bronfenbrenner remained unaltered. Based upon reflections on previous contact with the study population, the following guiding impressions and experiences shaped the initial form of the research:

1. Parents and doctors have already observed a marked increase in behavioral and health issues in young children in Flint, and many are concerned about a lack of systems in place to manage these challenges faced by their children.

2. Parents feel that the previous lack of information regarding the relationship between lead poisoning and the changes in their children’s learning and behavior have led them to
attribute these changes to other factors, and are worried about the impact of misdiagnosis on the efficacy of the management of the changes in their children.

Considering these perspectives alongside the researcher’s background in developmental psychology, the initial vision for the project surrounded questions about what development as a concept constitutes, and how this conception not only informs, but fundamentally shapes the scope and praxis of the professionals in Flint dealing with the issues described above. In this iteration of the project, the bioecological model was used to provide in order to provide a theoretical lens through which to consider the complexities of the community and to propel the study into an interdisciplinary discussion.

However, the focus on community based work was just as strong in that early concept as it is in this one; with considerations of a variety of approaches to knowledge generation found outside of traditional psychology research in order to (1) enable discourse that ties values central to communities together with academic goals and the work of researchers; and (2) foster the realignment of academic attitudes towards the validity and nature of research data emerging from within communities.

Thus, even in the earliest steps of research design, a flexible, community-directed model based on Grounded Theory practices, the standard Delphi method and considerations of community capacity was espoused: ‘expert’ participants were sought out alongside parent participants, the study was tiered so that initial participation could inform and edit that final design and content of the work, and effort was made to methodologically elevate participant voices over the theoretical and epistemic concerns of the study.

Because of this orientation, it was easy to remain open to moving the study in new directions. A combination of timing issues including delays in gaining approval from both the law firm and the institutional review board to commence the study, slower recruitment than predicted, and the requirement to meet fixed academic deadlines; a reflective acknowledgement of the biases
present in the original design; and a process of intellectual development leading to a deeper consideration of the bioecological model and its implications for research design ultimately compelled minor but pivotal changes in the vision and continuing design of the study.

These changes included allowing for a bifocal pilot process of textual and semi-structured interview research that allows for key community actors to be identified and collaborated with in the process of mapping community capacities, and advancing the bioecological model from its previous background/contextual role to one that guides the continuing design theoretically. The survey arm of the reformed bifocal pilot process continues to function as an instrument of collaboration between the community and the researcher and retains its original form, but the goal of the process has moved away from its original role in discovering community conceptions about development to a role strictly concerned with gaining participatory insight from the community and improving the researcher’s intersectional understanding of the community.

3.1(c) Ethical Compliance, Confidentiality and Consent Procedures

Ethical Compliance

The researcher took care to factor in a process of self-education regarding research ethics in the process of developing this research. Corresponding with the community based ideology of this work, consideration of ethics and equitability was a priority in this study.

Apart from self-education, in order to be prepared to conduct research ethically, the researcher completed a NIH Web-based training course entitled “Protecting Human Research Participants” and a Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative training course of 14 different quizzed modules surrounding the topics of research ethics, basic Institutional Review Board regulations, conflicts of interest, informed consent, privacy and confidentiality, international research, research with children and involving other vulnerable participants.
Ethical compliance in the research design was ensured via submitting the research procedures for a full review by the Institutional Review Board of Sarah Lawrence College and revising study procedures based on their recommendations.

**Legal Confidentiality and Permission to use Client Data**

The law firm has explicitly explained to clients during retaining that their information will be used in various ways to assist in the litigation of their lawsuit. Legal regulations stipulate that confidentiality of such data should be maintained, limiting sharing of information for purposes not approved by the lawyers (although clients are aware that their information will be shared with various approved actors throughout the process).

However, this study and the researcher/paralegal’s work related to understanding the specific circumstances of the families being represented has been identified by her supervising lawyers as directly benefitting the litigation by informing the lawyers on how to create damage models that accurately represent the breadth of effects of the Flint Water Crisis on the families’ ability to thrive. Thus, using legally confidential client information for the purpose of this study is permissible, with the expectation that the ultimate write-up will not include any individually identifying information.

**Protection of Study Data and Participant Confidentiality**

In order to secure participant data and maintain confidentiality, several procedures were applied:

- The phone call data was stored on a password-protected laptop with an encrypted hard-drive under participant IDs for which the assignment is known only by the researcher.

- A password protected document recording the ID assignments was stored on a separate hard-drive within a hidden folder.

- No one except the researcher has access to the transcripts of the phone calls or any recordings that were obtained.
• Any phone interview data from non-client participants shared with the law firm and during publication will be in the form of an overall, aggregate, anonymous summary or paraphrased quoting of the views represented within the interviews.

• Client-participant information will be shared non-anonymously with the law firm if deemed beneficial to the client’s case; however all client-participant data shared in publication will also be in the form of an overall, aggregate, anonymous summary or paraphrased quoting of the views represented within the interviews as with community participants.

Consent Procedures and Protection of Participant Rights

Informed consent for the pilot study was requested via oral script on the telephone. Every effort was made to ensure that the consent scripts were in clear language and demanded emphatic, unambiguous consent in order to validate consent. In order to ensure that participants had a summary of the informed consent information including contact details for reporting to the IRB easily available to them, participants were also emailed this information prior to the phone interview.

The participants were informed about the potential risks that they might face due to participation—namely that the questionnaires may cause participants emotional distress since they discuss the events of the Flint Water Crisis, which has been a traumatic experience for many.

Participants were also adequately warned that given the nature and scope of the study, there will be no opportunity for clinical or therapeutic intervention in case of such distress, and reminded that they had the right to skip any question or to discontinue participation in the study entirely at any time without affecting their participation in the raffle.

The conversation about consent also included information on the duration of the study, about the measures taken to protect their privacy and the security and confidentiality of their data, and a reminder to report any misconduct on the part of the researcher to the IRB.
informed consent conversation, participants were also informed that while they would not directly benefit from participating in the study, their participation could add to important knowledge that could help many people.

In order to ensure that the participants were engaged in the informed consent process, they were encouraged to ask questions they may have had about the study based on the informed consent guidance presented to them, and the researcher would not proceed to the survey questions unless the participant had answered two separate questions confirming that they were both comfortable with proceeding and ready to proceed. Additionally, to ensure that participants were comfortable throughout the process, the researcher made it a point to frequently check whether the participant was comfortable moving on to the next questions during the interview.

3.1 (d) Sample Selection and Recruitment Procedures

As established in the Ideological and Theoretical Orientation/Contextual Frameworks section, mapping community capacities and putting community actors, including professionals, in conversation with each other are integral components of this project. A sampling strategy that is at once inclusive, collaborative, purposive and emergent is key to realizing this vision of the study.

The influence of the Delphi method on this study can be seen in the purposive sampling strategy of including both parent and ‘expert’ participants (professional or otherwise influential community members) in the pilot sample for collaboration-oriented surveying. In terms of defining expertise, however, a move away from the standard Delphi method and towards the Grounded Theory practice of theoretical sampling can be seen in the pilot study design.

Given that the pilot study is attempting to also explore in broader terms the intersectionality defining various community perspectives, capacities and processes while simultaneously fostering a positive relationship with the community amongst its collaborative goals, the pilot study can be viewed as generating an understanding of what kinds of expertise exist in the community in and of itself—a iterative and inductive process of generating categories is a hallmark of the
theoretical sampling approach. Thus, generating a tight criteria for expertise within the sampling strategy would be premature, and instead, a loose definition of expertise as encompassing all individuals who are willing to report on their non-personal (e.g., parent), communal roles is espoused for the pilot. In the continuation of the study, the expertise may be categorized more concretely.

All parent participants for the study were recruited from within the client roster of Levy Konigsberg, LLP, the employer of the researcher/paralegal. By default, this sample consists only of individuals who have lived in Flint since at least the beginning of the water crisis in 2014, because the intake criteria of the law firm excludes individuals who were not exposed to the crisis.

Community participants were recruited via email, social networking, and physical flyers posted at local businesses. Identifying community participants to recruit involved the previously described process of mapping community capacities and responding to emergent data from the pilot interviews.

Recruitment of parent participants was conducted via email invitation, displayed flyers in the local Flint offices of the law firm, and through a handout of flyers in-person by the researcher at the Flint Children’s Museum, during an informal event in December, 2016 organized by the law firm to provide an opportunity for parents to learn more about the litigation and to offer a developmentally appropriate setting for accompanying children. This event was organized as a team effort with the partners, departmental heads, museum staff, and department staff, including the researcher/paralegal.

As an incentive, participants were informed that their at-will participation would automatically enter them in a raffle to win one of three amazon.com gift cards of $100 each at the completion of the study.

3.1(e) Semi-Structured Pilot Phone Interview Design and Procedures
The pilot study phone interview design was based on Grounded Theory approaches, as well as with consideration to the established modality of the researcher/paralegal’s preexisting vocational connection with the participants.

Although a consistent set of questions with consistent wording are necessary to establish points of contrast and consensus, in keeping with Grounded Theory expectations that the ontology of research should arise from the data itself rather than be imposed by a theoretical definitions built into the design, it is important that data collection processes be flexible and accommodating to variations in participant engagement and to participant driven expansion. Additionally, considering the various power modalities and conventions assumed in research situations, it can be expected that some participants may await interviewer prompting to discuss completely their opinions, creating a need for the process to also allow for interviewer follow-up and feedback questions where interactions appear to demand them. Accordingly, a semi-structured interview style was adopted.

Simultaneously, in keeping with the collaborative intentions of the survey arm of the pilot study, the allegiance of the study to the goal of generating equitability in research relationships, and the tiered model of requesting follow-up participation, it was important for the data collection process to foster a personal connection leading to a warm, collegial and open relationship between participants and the researcher. Considering the geographic distance of the researcher, face-to-face interviews were not be possible by-and-large, but it was hypothesized that a comparably tangible and personal interaction could be achieved via telephone.

A study on participants’ impressions of phone interviews by Ward et al. (2015) revealed that “[their] participants viewed interview via telephone as a favorable experience” (p.2781), with the themes of “being ’phone savvy; concentrating on voice instead of your face; easy rapport; and not being judged or feeling inhibited” (p.2775) marking their experiences.
Meanwhile, in a study on the advantages and disadvantages of various interview formats, Opdenakker (2006) has discussed circumstances in which telephone interviewing is ideal, which can be seen to fit particularly well with the needs and limitations of the pilot study:

Using telephone interviews for collecting information are preferred, when:

• social cues of the interviewee are less or not important information sources for the interviewer (of course dependent on the research problem);
• the interviewer has a small budget and less time for traveling;
• looking for access to people on sites, which have closed or limited access (such as hospitals religious communities, prisons, the military, and cults);
• standardization of the interview situation is not important;
• some anonymity is requested

Finally, because a bulk of the researcher’s prior contact with the sample was via phone call, this modality was assessed to be one that would be comfortable and familiar for both the researcher and the participant.

Thus, the 5-7 question pilot study surveys were designed to be collected through semi-structured phone interviews, and an interview script and guide detailing strategies to foster warmth and empower participants, as well as maintain an ethical approach and style, were developed (see appendices). Although the design of the study involved consensual recording of the phone interviews, due to strict US laws and regulations regarding phone call recording, the process of call-recording ended up being very difficult and prohibitive, involving a call back through a third party and thus leading to understandable participant concerns about the security of their provided data. Instead of audio recording, given this situation, the interviews were simply transcribed on the spot, requesting participants to speak slowly and allow pauses for transcription.

3.1(f) Data Analysis Procedures and Grounded Theory
Immediately after each interview, the researcher additionally noted reflections on the scheduling process, interview process, and interview content next to the transcription. Before conducting data-analysis on the full data set, sensitizing concepts were identified based on notes from the initial four interviews, and notes on documentaries and articles about the water-crisis response found during the process of research for community capacities mapping, as well as reflections on a wide-range of prior and ongoing community-contact experiences outside of the research paradigm. Sensitizing concepts “[refer] to those interests, thoughts, and hunches that researchers have before they get started doing research. They spark researchers’ thinking about a topic… although they do not guide it per se….provide a place to start inquiry, not to end it… the point… is that they are not formal theories, while at the same time they acknowledge that researchers are not without ideas and interests prior to examining data” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.23).

The sensitizing concepts thus identified were:

(1) tensions and accessibility concerns surrounding racial-inequality in Flint,

(2) pervasive distrust in the community surrounding figures of authority, and

(3) a need for resources and assistance to help families cope with the changing behaviors and needs of lead poisoned children.

Once seven interviews were conducted, the data was qualitatively analyzed following the “iterative process of data coding and analysis” (Garrison et al., 2013, p.2) that is espoused in the “constant comparative method… [of] four stages: (a) comparing incidents applicable to each category, (b) integrating categories and their properties, (c) delimiting the theory, and (d) writing the theory” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.24), a principal feature of Grounded Theory work.

In order to obtain incidents from the data, first, the transcript of each interview was read line-by-line, and each line was summarized with a few words. Such summarizing is a process of coding, or “the process of applying a label for a category of meaning to a section of text (i.e.,
In Grounded Theory, coding is (a) bottom up, that is, not based on a priori categories, and (b) an iterative process” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.25).

Rasmussen et al. (2015) highlight that “it is here that the idea that theory actually can emerge from data is most credible. Line-by-line coding ‘forces the researcher to verify and saturate categories, minimizes missing an important category, and ensures relevance by generating codes with emergent fit to the substantive area under study” (p.25). Through this process of line-by-line coding, the phone interviews were broken down into distinct data incidents/data events by identifying key phrases (e.g., “it’s hard to handle it”) and words (e.g., “school”) that describe distinct entities and experiences within the interview to serve as labels for categories of meaning within each line.

These data events from each interview were then compiled and pruned to identify unique data events across the sample, through a process of comparison “with the previous incidents in the same and different groups coded in the same category” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.25), resulting in some collapsing of different phrasing for similar entities and experiences into a single data-event (e.g., “it was all so hard to handle with using water bottles,” “they find it difficult to deal with the daily changes,” “the normal things were stressful and hard,” “the biggest challenge was that stuff like brushing and bathing became almost impossible,” etc. were all consolidated into the unique data event “Experiences or observes hardship in day-to-day living due to the Flint water Crisis”).

During this process, Rasmussen et al. (2015) warn that often, the “analyst will find conflicts in the emphases of his thinking” (p.26). Indeed, the researcher encountered this issue, and thus created memos documenting the logical processes that coding decisions were being based on. In the practice of Grounded Theory, “memos are ‘the narrated records of a theorist’s analytical

---

16 Please note that these statements are close paraphrasing of the actual statements of participants, which are never quoted verbatim in this study due to ethical mandates regarding participant privacy concerns.
conversations with him/herself about the research data” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.26), and serve
to center the researcher into a critical engagement with the data.

A week after compiling and pruning them, the unique data events were in-turn scoured and
comparatively analyzed with accompanying memoing to identify various salient themes. The
salient themes were extracted by considering the categories and “relationships between indicators
in the data” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.25). For example, there is a relationship between “having a
need for more resources” and “feeling overwhelmed,” leading to a consideration of each as a
salient theme; wherein “needing resources” presents as a distinct category. Additionally,
Rasmussen et al. (2015) guide that such initial analysis, also known as open-coding, must refer to
“as many categories of analysis as possible” (p.25), with the loose guidance of sensitizing topics.
Thus, each event was assigned as many overlapping open codes as emerged when considering the
data.

Next, a process of comparatively analyzing the overlapping salient themes to see “the
relation of these indicators to larger categories, and then to the properties of these larger
categories” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.25) was commenced in order to ultimately identify central
themes and thematic categories within the data. These constitute axial themes, or “codes that
researchers apply to all of the data. They should be sufficiently broad enough to capture a range
of indicators but specific enough not to cover overly large sections, or “chunks,” of
text.” (Rasmussen et al., 2015, p.25). Usually, finalized axial coding is only attempted with a
sufficiently large and diverse sample—despite the lack of this in the current study, axial codes
were finalized anyway in order to demonstrate the utility of Grounded Theory methodology in
preparing to design bioecological research. However, these codes are strictly to be considered
preliminary in relation to the larger, ongoing study and the data emerging from it.

Memoing at this step of axial coding involved documenting definitions of identified
thematic categories and the scope of central themes, as well the process of elimination and
consolidation used in creating them from salient themes. Notably, the memos describe the process of handling the overlapping codes appropriately. If a data event was related to more than one central theme it would be assigned the central theme that it fit best, but its association to the other related central themes could still be seen in the open codes it was assigned (e.g., a data event regarding demographic differences relating to accessibility of mental health services would be assigned the central theme \textit{Mental Health} and the other central themes the data event is associated with, such as \textit{Stratification} and \textit{Accessibility}, would still be seen in the corresponding open codes for the data event). For data events with open-codes that did not provide information about overlap or any additional unique details about the data event beyond what was presented in its thematic categorization and corresponding central theme, the open-codes were removed.

Due to this overlapping organization, it was determined best to consider the data simultaneously at four different levels—Thematic Categories, Central Themes, and Open Codes across two levels. Although this may seem excessively complex, it is important to remember that with a larger dataset the thematic categories and central themes are likely to expand and consolidate more completely and meaningfully the open codes identified, reducing some overlap and complexity.

Ultimately, five thematic categories and fourteen central themes were identified. The Thematic Categories served to describe broadly the topic of each data-event as a category (e.g. challenges faced) while the Central Themes provide more detailed (e.g., issue of trust and accountability) information about the various issues (e.g., accessibility), entities/industries (e.g., non-profits) and experiences/processes (e.g., resilience). The open-codes left in the data discern particular subjects, phrases and words in the data events that are unique and not explained by the categorical or central theme associated, and also show how data events overlap in their central themes as described previously.
Most of the thematic categories were found after coding to correspond to the interview question themes, as seen below, save for one outlying category* assigned to a data event which discussed the expansion in professional opportunity for psychologists, counselors and psychiatrists due to the Flint Water Crisis:

**Challenges Faced**
1) What can you tell me about how the Flint Water Crisis has affected you and your children?
2) What do you feel are the greatest challenges you face at this time regarding your children?

**Resources (needed and useful)**
3) Are there any resources in particular that you feel like they need the most?
4) Are there any programs or community resources that you can think of which really help your children?

**Positive Outcomes**
5) Do you think there has been any positive aspect of the conversation surrounding the Flint Water Crisis?

**Professional Opportunity** *

The presence of such outliers serves to remind that the dataset is emergent, and that it only represents seven participants. In a complete study with more participants, as open coding would reveal more patterns and topics in data events, it is likely that the number of thematic categories would increase/decrease based on consolidation and elimination that is driven by consensus-patterns and frequency emerging in the data. In turn, it is also important to recall at this time that due to the small sample and the necessarily emergent nature of Grounded Theory work, none of the findings presented through this analysis can generate theory and nor are they indicative of actual population trends. However, as discussed previously, it remains that using this format of analysis as though the study was complete provides insight into how it may be useful in the future, and into gaining the most grounded and intersectional meaning from the information communicated by the current sample.

Despite the focus of the interview questions on children’s issues, it became obvious during the iterative coding process that the data discussed adult and broader community issues just as much as, if not more than, children’s issues; evidencing the revelatory nature of Grounded Theory methods. To gain more insight on this phenomenon, data events were also coded for
whether they presented issues applicable only to children or issues that applied mainly to adults/entire communities.

In the ultimate work of using the data to better understand the participants and reveal the pivotal, but less obvious, intersectional relationships and processes operating in the community with a view to enable the correct designing of bioecological research, these axial and open codes were considered with reference to their applicability to children vs. adults/the broader community and in terms of their incidence across all the data events in the sample, as well as within the distinct groups of parents and community experts. Particular attention is paid to the proportionality of the overlap between the thematic categories and central themes in understanding how various processes operate within and impact the community and children of Flint.

Finally, it is important to discuss some of the limitations in incorporating Grounded Theory in the context of this study in particular. For one, because the site of research was not a traditional academic one, the recency of the water crisis and the geographic distance between the researcher and the community, setting up formal collaborations with other researchers was not possible. This is an important component of the Grounded Theory emphasis on reflexivity and bias-avoidance, since collaborative research provides many more chances for critical analysis of bias in data handling since different researchers will bring different perspectives to the data while coding and comparatively organizing it.

Secondly, since the widespread coverage of the Flint Water Crisis was a key factor in elevating it to its current status of international relevance (see Banks, 2002 and Heinderyckx & Vos, 2016 for a discussion of the impact of media coverage in situation like the Flint Water Crisis) and because the very possibility of this study arose only due to the researchers’ heavy vocational involvement with the crisis, the Grounded Theory practice of staying away from topical information in order to ignore a priori knowledge was untenable.
In fact, an opposite approach, of gaining a much broader base of understanding than immediately accessible information, proved useful in preventing a heavily researcher-biased design by highlighting previously invisible aspects of the conversation surrounding the crisis. This process of broad research was conducted as a part of mapping community capacities, which has been previously discussed and will be revisited later on.

In an effort to practice reflexivity as a single researcher, written reflections on researcher biases relating to researcher career and disciplinary interests, as well as differing cultural perspectives were conducted, and it was through these that improvements to the original vision of the study were envisioned. Additionally, a written reflection on past and ongoing non-research related contact with the community was conducted after these biases were identified. This reflection was useful in the process of achieving minimal bias in generating the sensitizing concepts.

PARTICIPANTS AND FINDINGS

4.1 Focus on Initial Participants

Although this pilot study was designed with a view to continuing data collection for a longer period, due to the aforementioned challenges regarding timing and academic deadlines, a sub-study focusing on the initial seven participants and reflections on prior communications with various members of the community was commenced while continuing recruitment and data collection alongside. Although this sub-study was unplanned, it was in fact an extremely fruitful undertaking that resulted in a relevant refocusing of the broader pilot study and planned continuing research to be relevantly refocused as has been discussed in the previous section.

In considering the data presented from this small sub-sample, it is important remember that the focus is not on considering particular factors for developmental outcomes or on any kind of
generalizable deductions based on characteristics of the sample and data, but instead on understanding how the research process presented here allows the researcher to:

(1) develop warm and open collaborative relationships with the community, in service of ultimately encouraging more equitable, communicative and open relationships between academia and ensuring the generation of ecologically valid bioecological research

(2) generate an intersectional understanding of the community, revealing the less obvious reciprocal dyadic associations and second-order effects within them and thereby allowing for less visible, but pivotal processes to be identified, and

(3) identify key community actors, issues and capacities.

4.2 Participants

The entire sample consisted of seven participants, including two male participants. All but one participant was either from or still living in Flint, MI. All four of the parent participants were women between the ages of 24 and 48 years and all of them had children between the ages of 2 and 9 years of age. Half the parent participants are married, one is engaged and another is single. Three of the four parent participants identify as Caucasian and one identifies as African-American. Half the parent participants have two children each, and half have only one child.

Two of the three ‘expert’ participants were male and one of the three was female. One of the expert participants identified as African-American and the remaining expert participants identified as Caucasian. The industries represented in the expert participant sample were the health care and legal industries.

4.3 Collaboration and Relationship Building

It is important to consider that the pre-existing relationship of the participants with the researcher, in her capacity as a paralegal explicitly working for them by assisting in the litigation of their lawsuits which demand justice for the suffering they faced due to the crisis, predisposes the parent participants to readily share their experiences with the researcher and deem her as
trustworthy. However, it is noteworthy that normal contact with the law firm through the researcher and other firm employees tends to be formal, reserved and utilitarian rather than warm and open.

On the other hand, warm and open relationships are extremely important in effective community based work since they create an atmosphere of true collaboration and address some of the inequities relating to power and influence emerging from the traditional research paradigm, such as white-coat-syndrome, that can result in community perspectives being underrepresented in the process of research, especially in minority populations. (See Soto et al., 2012, for more information).

In evaluating the efficacy of the research model in enabling warm and open collaboration with the community members, the researcher reflected upon and considered the feedback given by participants about their experiences of the interviews, factors such as follow-up contact and the researcher’s own assessment of comfort in the relationship. Only the six participants who were current or past Flint residents were considered in these reflections.

Participant feedback on the interviews showed that all the participants felt comfortable with the process of the interview. In describing their experience of the interview, participants used the phrases “extremely comfortable,” “loved,” “absolutely fine,” “helped,” “enjoyed” and “happy.” Two of the six participants expressed gratefulness repeatedly regarding the time of the researcher in studying their issues, two expressed interest in reading the completed work, and three proactively offered help through contacts and resources. One participant expressed that they liked the questions because they made them think about the crisis differently.

In terms of ongoing and follow up contact, three of the six participants remain in ongoing virtual contact (initiated by them) with the researcher over social networking, email and text.

Of the six participants, the researcher rated relationship-comfort level as “high” for five participants and “medium” for one participant on a 3 point impressionistic scale of low-medium-
high. In the reflections on comfort level, the researcher mentioned considerations such as participant forthcomings, participant offers of help and other broad feelings, such as feeling as though “the participant really connected with me and was talkative and warm,” “the participant and I were getting to know each other,” and in the case of the relationship rated in comfort as medium, the presence of a “sense of distance” despite an otherwise forthcoming and thorough conversation.

In evaluating the circumstances that enabled a rapport to be built with the participants, reading over the reflections revealed that researcher anxiety, participant enthusiasm, personality characteristics, the presence of a back and forth communication about scheduling and rescheduling due to cancellations prior to the interview and promptness in responding to participants may play roles in building a rapport with participants.

Notably, the process of rescheduling built more rapport than it diminished. Saura and Balsas (2014) discuss that “the strategy of postponing is a resource for interviewees to manage their own time and availability” (p.2623), and advise that “telephone interviewing increases researcher control of their social space, because it is easier to reach and locate potential interviewees, it also enabled a far greater degree of control for the participants than a face-to-face interview may have” (p.2627).

Along with the increase in opportunity for communication, and a sense of gratitude regarding the work of accommodating schedule changes, this effect of increased control over space and time management may be responsible for this outcome. Furthermore, participant forthcomingness may have been increased by the sense of empowerment related to control, which is beneficial when considering the element of openness that is being sought out in order to ensure a collaborative relationship with participants.

Finally, specific feedback from two of the three participants in ongoing contact with the researcher revealed that they appreciated the opportunity to put a voice to the name and having
an opportunity to spend some time talking, suggesting some benefits of this telephonic, conversational method of interviewing in achieving a warm and collaborative relationship with participants over written survey administration and instant-relay-messaging interviewing in a context where face-to-face interviews are not possible.

### 4.4 Mapping Community Capacities

In the process of Mapping Community Capacities through the literature review, over 96 different news and academic articles about Flint and the water crisis were read, along with watching several documentaries, interviews and panel discussions about it. As a result of the review, 37 different community actors were identified for recruitment as participants in the study. These included Flint’s city-council members, local and non-local activists and community organizers, artists, students, academics and professionals who have interacted with and/or continue to interact with the community of Flint surrounding issues relating to the water crisis. This outcome of the process of mapping community capacities demonstrates its utility in informing the purposive sampling process for background research.

Apart from this process of identifying individuals, through the community capacities mapping process, programs and resources in Flint were also identified. For example, an ongoing focus surrounding revitalizing the “University Avenue Corridor,” the neighborhood in which University of Michigan: Flint is situated (in downtown Flint), was identified, and it was seen that university affiliates were developing methodologies to identify various variables contributing to the amount of crime in a neighborhood. Both the city’s major hospitals are also in the same ward as this corridor.

---

17 N.b.: more community actors were identified for recruitment to participate through the actual interview process as well; here, only the number identified strictly through this process is provided.

18 See: https://www.umflint.edu/research/university-avenue-corridor-neighborhood-revitalization-initiative#
Furthermore, there were other neighborhood revitalization programs, mainly in Northern Flint that were identified, which appear to have been established in 2012 as part of the Obama administration’s federal neighborhood revitalization initiative. Funding for these ended in late 2016\(^\text{19}\). As part of this process, affiliates of the University of Michigan: Flint developed various maps outlining safe routes and emphasizing the radius of influence around key community buildings such as schools, churches and so on. Revitalization initiatives are also supported by the Ruth-Mott Foundation, which provides citizens with grants for various initiatives and appears to be taking a community based approach in their work by hosting community forums and targeting development goals to what the community prioritizes\(^\text{20}\).

Additionally, during the process of mapping community capacities various hierarchies within the relationships of community entities were revealed. For instance, the populations considered vulnerable by the Genesee County Health Department were identified as children under six, pregnant and nursing women, and those living in low-income housing areas (Ayala, 2016). However, it was also identified through the process of community mapping that amidst the lateness of an official announcement in Spanish and the insecurities of undocumented immigrants in Flint regarding their representation and access to resources for recovery, Flint’s Hispanic population had to organize through the group ‘Latinos United for Flint,’ because they were not appropriately recognized as vulnerable by officials (Stillman, 2017).

A full presentation of findings and a visual community capacities map have not been finalized at this stage, since it is important for map to be further guided by the data collected from community participants, which is still an ongoing process. However, from these examples, it becomes apparent how a process of mapping community capacities is useful in the eventual design of bioecological research—it allows the researcher to appreciate the different contexts in


which various voices are heard or ignored, which is beneficial in evaluating the ecological validity of the research (e.g., it would indicate here that the researcher must consider the experiences of undocumented and Hispanic participants separately than other sub-populations since they are likely to have a different experience as seen above).

Moreover, it also evaluates specific power dynamics within different relationships of similar kinds—whereas the Mott foundation may allow community participant/representation in their work, there is no clear evidence of similar practices in other organizations, warning the researcher not to assume that processes seen in dyads involving the Ruth-Mott Foundation are representative of processes involving other similar community organizations in Flint.

Another benefit of the community capacity mapping process to bioecological research design is its capability to identify geo-political hubs of activity. The university, which can be seen through the mapping process as a center of activity through its proximity to the major hospitals and involvement in revitalizing its immediate downtown Flint context of the ‘University Corridor,’ becomes significant as a potential site of many key dyads within which pivotal processes are located, promoting further investigation into the area when designing bioecological research. Indeed, upon further probing, information such as that presented in Abernathy et al. (2016) regarding university student efforts in supporting crisis intervention, such as digitizing information from 45,000 3"5" index cards and hand-annotated maps that could assist in establishing house-to-house lead contamination risk assessment was discovered.

Finally, the process of community capacity mapping involves broad research that can help identify useful perspectives about specific concerns in the community from different viewpoints. For example, through this method, the following policy recommendations for redressing the crisis were identified: pushing for policy that focuses on expanding access to early childhood and special education services, increasing access to mental health treatment and trauma-informed care for affected youth, encouraging school discipline policy reform, and instituting developmentally
appropriate juvenile justice policies (Healy and Bernstein, 2016). This is helpful in educating the researcher about purposively sampling their research meaningfully, as well as in giving her the ability to discuss issues with various stakeholders effectively in case they come during interviews.

When considered together, these examples also demonstrate that the process of community mapping can be useful in generating meaningful sensitizing topics for grounded research in situations where ignoring a priori information is not possible, such as this one. Moreover, this process pushes researchers to coordinate their work with other community actors effectively which reduces the burden of re-narration placed upon participants, an important consideration when dealing with crisis-affected populations. Because it is an inherently thorough process (see McKnight & Kretzmann, 1997, for more procedural guidance), it allows for less visible dynamics to be revealed than traditional, theoretically-driven, literature review process do.

### 4.5 Summary of Findings

It is important to reiterate before proceeding that in the current sub-study focus, because emergent sampling is still ongoing, there can be no theory generation from the data. Furthermore, because the sub-study sample is small and not reasonably diverse, deciding final thematic codes is also inadvisable.

However, these processes have been carried out regardless because such an analysis can provide important clues about how grounded work reveals the interdependencies between the process, person, context and time components of the bioecological model by disclosing the various less obvious relationships within bioecologies, an undertaking that, as discussed previously, has been revealed by Bronfenbrenner to be essential in building bioecological research.

Additionally, the handling of the data through Grounded Theory processes can reveal how this methodology is beneficial in demonstrating person-upon-context effects, which is also an

---

21 see [https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/system/files/legacy_files/TOOLS%20to%20assist%20in%20implementing%20the%20IASC%20AAP%20Commitments.pdf](https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/system/files/legacy_files/TOOLS%20to%20assist%20in%20implementing%20the%20IASC%20AAP%20Commitments.pdf) for more information
important, but challenging, aspect of generating valid bioecological research as per Tudge et al. (2009). But it cannot be restated enough that none of these findings can be considered indicative of actual Flint population trends or substantive of formal theoretical concepts relating to the Flint Water Crisis, and that readers should be very careful to avoid misunderstanding exemplary discussions of the results as such.

After each of the interviews was broken down into distinct data events, the data events from each interview were compiled and grouped to identify 74 unique data events across the sample, out of which only 32 events were common to more than one participant. Half of these 32 events were common to only 2 of the participants, and the others were shared as illustrated below, demonstrating that despite the short length of the interview, the small sample size and the apparent lack of demographic variety, there was a lot of variety in the experiences presented (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 of 7 Participants</th>
<th>3 of 7 Participants</th>
<th>4 of 7 Participants</th>
<th>5 of 7 Participants</th>
<th>6 of 7 Participants</th>
<th>All Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distribution of 32 Data Events Common to More than One Participant

As a result of the constant comparative method coding process described previously, 5 thematic categories and 14 central themes (axial codes) were applied across data events, with every single one of the 74 unique events being assigned one thematic category and one central theme. The categories and themes were decided by carefully organizing data events with reference to the open codes applied, with care taken to memo the process carefully, as previously described. The number of data events categorized together and given the same central theme was recorded, as was the proportion of data-events about children’s issues vs. adult/community issues in each thematic category and each central theme. The proportion of data events thematically categorized together under each central theme was also calculated (see below).
Although many of the open-coded salient themes identified for data events were removed because they were adequately described by the thematic categories and central themes, 36 contingent open codes which presented overlap or unique information outside of the central theme and thematic category of the event were retained in the data. In other words, the data was organized along four levels, with each data event corresponding to one thematic category and central theme each as seen above, while some data events also corresponded to one or two (overlapping) open codes in addition to these. Fifty-nine out of 74 data events had at least one open code (leaving 15 ‘missing’ data events adequately described by the central theme and thematic category assigned, without any open code assigned to them) and only 19 data events had two overlapping open codes (leaving 55 ‘missing’ data events without a second overlapping open code assigned to them) in addition to a central theme and a thematic category assigned to them (see below).
As explained, all data events fit into both a thematic category and also a central theme. The distribution of data events across the thematic categories revealed that participants focused on the questions being asked for the most part, with only one outlying data event (regarding Professional Designing Research in Flint, MI).
Expansion). 19 data events generated two overlapping open codes, and only 15 data events had open codes removed altogether since they were adequately described by the thematic category and central theme assigned to them. Considering this distribution along with the relatively large number of central themes (14) and retained open codes (36) provides an indication of the great variety of topics and overlap presented in the data events.

4.5(a) Miscellaneous Data Events

A small number of data events (four) had outlying but notable central themes. One event referred to the general challenge posed by the perceived lack of resources available to deal with the outcomes of the FWC (this event appeared in 57.14% of the sample); another identified a *Non Profit* (open codes), the Community Foundation of Greater Flint, as a useful resource for adults/communities; another cited a need for *Specialized Care* (open codes) resources for children, and the last discussed *Professional Misconduct* (open codes) as a significant challenge faced due to the crisis.

These outlying events serve to remind that this dataset is still emergent and that there are a lot of unanswered questions and misplaced connections within the analysis of the data from this small, insufficiently diverse sample. As we can see, with more data, these outlying themes may become more emphasized than they are here through the constant, comparative method, generating a different kind of discussion, and ultimately, different theoretical conclusions. However, as discussed previously, exploring this subset of data can still prove useful in terms of demonstrating the utility of a community based approach in most effectively designing bioecological research.

4.5(b) Perceived Burden related to the Flint Water Crisis for Children and Adults

There were over twice as many data events about *Challenges Faced* than there were about *Resources Needed* or *Useful Resources* put together, despite there being the same number of questions in the interview regarding *Challenges* and *Resources*. More of the data events thematically categorized as *Challenges Faced* referred to challenges faced by adults than those faced by children.
Similarly, most data events identifying *Useful Resources* referred to resources for adults. Fittingly, thus, more *Resources Needed* were identified in the sample for children than for adults.

The first finding might indicate that the magnitude of burden perceived regarding the water crisis within the sample is greater than that of a sense of empowerment and preparedness. The very low number of data events indicating a focus on *Positive Outcomes* is consistent with this, and might indicate that higher resilience and positive thinking regarding the crisis might lead to a beneficial reduction in the perception of burden related to the water crisis. Meanwhile, the second finding draws attention generally to adult and child resource availability, encouraging researchers to look further into this topic, and might indicate that although adults are more challenged by the water crisis according to the sample, they are also being provided with a number of useful resources, while children still need resources for the lesser number of (possibly more severe/less readily approachable) challenges they face related to crisis.

While the trend regarding the crisis being perceived as a burden, or of adults finding it extremely challenging to them seen in the sample cannot be considered applicable to the entire population of Flint, the possibility of identifying information like this through such data analysis demonstrates the utility of the Grounded Theory methodology in the process of accessing less obvious patterns relating to the experiences of the participants. Considering the overlap between the themes in the various levels provides an opportunity for understanding intersectional aspects of the events presented in the data that are not self-evident from a consideration of the data merely through a lens of general impressions or through the sensitizing concepts.

Additionally, it is arguable that simply reading the interviews as individual blocks of data would not have revealed such a pattern across the interviews, since each participant discusses specific issues relating to their particular children/the children they work with (e.g., speech impediments, trust issues, dysfunctional socialization, etc.) which dominate focus and distract from categorical details which can demonstrate patterns amongst the sample, leading to an
identification of the prevalence of significant participant processes such as that of perceiving burden, as presented above.

Moreover, if the interviews were coded for patterns through a rigid pre-existing theoretical lens, e.g., looking specifically for parents’ opinions about developmental changes in their children because the researcher is interested in how these opinions affect their children’s coping, important information about closely related issues and processes would not become evident: e.g., we would be able to see that parents were concerned about various developmental changes in children, but we would not consider their lack of resilient, positive thinking despite the crisis as a relevant factor in the creation (and thus, the subsequent remediation) of this sense of burden, giving us a less complete understanding of the various processes that are contributing to this issue.

Furthermore, the identification of various challenges ultimately related to the children’s well-being as adult-specific ones would also be impossible in this situation, since the researchers would only be looking at parental opinions and not at trends or processes operating within the adult community of Flint. However, discovering (and subsequently exploring) adult-specific challenges may demonstrate pivotal second-order effects related to children’s coping that would greatly affect any practical recommendations made by the research: e.g., it could be discovered through such an analysis that both the presence of hospital with a free lead-poisoning-effects education program in the child’s zip-code and the presence of a vocal pastor who disseminates information about such resources in the child’s church may be necessary to change the opinions of the child’s parents regarding the developmental changes children are experiencing to the child’s benefit, because simply establishing programs without a trustworthy community informant’s endorsement may not be sufficiently motivating parents to actually attend them.

As an expansion of the sample (and therefore, of the data) is added to the consideration, these chasms between the topicality of individual interviews and the broader community consciousness will become more and more pronounced, and more and more important processes,
relationships and patterns will be missed if interviews are only considered in blocks or through pre-existing theoretical considerations, making such research less and less relevant to the community by creating situations in which study variables are arbitrarily identified and incorrectly “draped” onto bioecological model concepts, and therefore more likely to result in invalid bioecological research.

4.5(c) Health and Mental Health

Only six data events are assigned the central theme Health, while 27 events are assigned the central theme Mental Health. Of these 27 events, 81.5% are about challenges faced regarding the crisis, 14.8% are about resources needed, and the remaining 3.7% of the events are about professional opportunities. Notably, despite the high prevalence of the theme, useful resources for mental health were not brought up by this sample. On the other hand, while 50% of Health data events referred to health challenges faced, 16.7% referred to resources needed, and 33.3% referred to useful resources.

Breaking down the distribution of the 27 Mental Health data events, we see that only 1 event, the same outlier data event discussed previously that is thematically categorized under Professional Opportunities, is uncoded on both levels of open coding. Another of the 27, discussing an overwhelmingly mental/psychological experience of the Flint Water Crisis (rather than physical) is assigned the central theme mental health and thematically categorized as a challenge faced and is open coded with stratification due to the association with the idea that the invisibility of mental health challenges makes them less significant, support for which appears also in the absence of useful resources related to mental health in the data sample as described above.

While only 8 of the 27 events discussed children’s mental health challenges as a result of the Effect[s] of Lead Poisoning on Children (open codes), all 4 data events about Mental Health-Resources Needed (central theme-thematic category) out of the 27 were indicated for children’s issues, with the corresponding open codes speech therapy, anger management, attention span improvement and
psychological resources. The remaining 13 events out the 27 are about Mental Health (central theme) Challenges Faced (thematic category) by adults or the general community arising from experiences of Negative Feelings $^{22}$ (open codes). 4 of those 13 data events overlappingly correspond to the theme Issue of Trust and Accountability (overlapping open codes), because they involve distrust towards others in relation to accountability for the Flint Water Crisis.

Altogether, we can surmise from the above that perhaps physical health considerations are being given more attention than mental health considerations in Flint post-crisis; and particularly, that while the sample might have some understanding of the need for mental health resources for the children, there is little awareness of the need for such resources for adults, although they are facing an incommensurate amount of mental health challenges from the crisis in comparison to the children.

In general, prioritizing physical health over mental health issues in emergency responses is not an uncommon occurrence (see, for example, Kitchener and Jorm, 2002). However, in Flint, these findings suggest that, because there is an obvious connection to mental illness within the existing medical literature on lead poisoning in children (which demonstrates that children are severely affected neurologically by lead), adult mental health issues may be being overlooked even more disproportionally than mental health issues generally are, because the automatic emphasis on children’s mental health in the crisis might make professionals and community members believe that they could not possibly be missing any mental health implications surrounding the issue. On the other hand, such attention to the neuropsychology of children during the crisis is surely transforming cultural perceptions of the need for mental health support in the sample as we can see, with a great number of data events in the sample focusing on the need to expand various mental health services including counseling, play therapy and so on for children.

$^{22}$ Data events coded with Negative Feelings referred to experiences of the following feelings: “stress,” “anxiety,” “shock,” “disbelief,” “doubt,” “uncertainty,” “sadness,” “pervasive distrust,” “outrage,” “fear,” “like nothing is being done,” feeling “unnecessarily put at risk/carelessly treated,” “overwhelmed,” “a sense of a loss of control or helplessness,” “feelings of doubt in humanity.”
This special double-effect of both overlooking and emphasizing mental health issues in Flint reveals an important element of how personal perceptions of mental health issues during a widely publicized event such as the crisis can start to affect macrosystem cultural perceptions in selective ways, and provides guidance on the need to use the moment to also highlight overlooked issues and populations, in this situation, adults and parents in the community being burdened with a lot of negative feelings and needing mental health support to cope as a result of the crisis, as well as dealing with a significant amount of distrust regarding how the water crisis came about.

While this entire analysis cannot be considered generalizable in anyway as previously explained, it is interesting to note that such a deduction of a person-upon-context effect (the personal perceptions of children’s susceptibility to mental health challenges related to the crisis as transforming the interactions between greater macrosystem issue of cultural ignorance of mental health issues and the exosystem of media coverage of existing medical lead-poisoning knowledge) was made possible only as a result of this kind of community based, grounded inquiry, and would arguably stand to be overlooked if a theoretically driven inquiry that never broached or hypothesized the issue at all was undertaken. Missing such person-upon-context effects and only focusing on obvious context-upon-person effects, as we have seen, is a common issue amongst studies misusing the bioecological theory according to Tudge et al. (2009 & 2016), and is, thus, extremely important to pay attention to.

Returning to the data regarding Health, we see that the four Health data events about challenges faced and resources needed referred only to children’s health, related to the open codes Effects of Lead Poisoning on Children (3 data events) and Lack of knowledge/training related to recovery from lead poisoning, overlapping with the open code Food (which is memoed as having to do with dietary considerations in mitigating the effects of lead poisoning in children). Both remaining Health data events about useful resources referred only to adult/community resources, one identifying a Public Institution (the Department of Health) as a helpful resource provider, and
another, identifying physical health Professionals/ Specialists as extremely supportive resources during the crisis. Specifically, this refers to instances in the data events where participants indicated that they were strongly supported by, and found extremely helpful the guidance of various professional providers. There was a 50% incidence of this data event amongst the parent participant interviews.

These features of the data suggest that according to the sample, some physical health challenges faced by children as a result of lead poisoning are not currently being addressed, and that physical health related entities such as the Department of Health and medical providers are considered vital resources for adults/the broader community regarding the crisis, especially amongst the parent participants. Again, while this is not indicative of any actual population trends, it becomes evident through the above observations that the Grounded Theory approach allows researchers to pay more critical attention to relationships in the communities studied and to ultimately see the interdependencies between the process, person, context and time components of the bioecological model as Bronfenbrenner has encouraged.

Specifically, here, it becomes clear that supporting children’s lead-poisoning related health challenges is being inadequately undertaken, and that at least some of the challenge is related to caregivers lacking knowledge and training regarding these issues. Simultaneously, we see that public institutions like the Department of Health are recognized and trusted as supportive entities in the community, and also that parents find great utility in having a strong relationship with even a single provider. Notably, such a strong relationship can be with any professional provider, and not only primary care providers — in this sample, parents have referred to allergists and speech therapists as crucial support systems — and the effects the relationship go beyond their specialized care, with providers offering emotional (e.g., offering a sense of empowerment and comfort in being accessible should something come up) as well as practical support (e.g., giving specific guidance on resources, including those not directly related to the visit).
When these relationships are critically observed in tandem with one another, and the information regarding the high burden of distrust adults in Flint carry is kept in mind, one can envision that to address some of the gap between children’s health challenges and providing them with adequate care, it may be beneficial to consider expanding the relationships between medical providers and parents to include more distribution of targeted lead-poisoning related education through the provider as a central point-of-support, guidance and care with the institutional support of well trusted entities like the Department of Health.

An interesting parallel between this finding and Bronfenbrenner’s preexisting work is seen here when one recalls Bronfenbrenner’s famous proposition leading to the Big Brothers-Big Sisters program: “every child needs at least one adult who is irrationally crazy about him or her” (Brendtro, 2006, p.163). Considering the relationship between parents and even one single, supportive medical provider in the same way as the single adult willing to participate “in progressively more complex reciprocal activity on a regular basis over an extended period” (Brendtro, 2006, p.163) that every child requires to develop (as per Bronfenbrenner) provides an interesting outlook on the interdependencies between various contexts and relationships that operate in the greater bioecological backgrounds of children’s lives.

Perhaps, the distal processes of confidence building and resource awareness for parents through supportive, personalized training as a result of a direct, ongoing relationship with a single medical provider are crucial to the child’s post-lead-poisoning developmental outcomes—and since such relationships directly depend on ecosystem gatekeeping entities like bigger public health bodies, it is useful to have knowledge about specifically which bodies of this kind are actually proving helpful and are considered trustworthy in the community, such as, in this situation, the Department of Health, so that their reach and activities may be expanded.

Practically, this might take the shape of encouraging non-profit support in assisting Department of Health initiatives that provide individual providers with more resources to educate
their patients, or for advocates to push further for policies that expand Flint parents’ access to individual providers; and in terms of guiding further research, it might take the shape of revealing to researchers of children’s health issues related to the crisis that exploring the role and impact of individual medical providers in Flint’s healing efforts is an important area of study. While it is possible that such a hypothesis might have been independently considered by a researcher conducting bioecological research, it would remain a matter of chance. Conducting a community based inquiry into the circumstances and capacities of the community prior to designing such research, as is undertaken here, ensures that such relationships and interdependencies are not missed, and can be evaluated in terms of their actual impact in the community before spending precious research resources such as funding and time on them.

4.5(d) Education

There is a high degree of consensus within the sample regarding education issues, with 2 out of 13 data events about the central theme Education regarding education appearing in 100% of the phone interviews, and only three of the 13 data events regarding education appearing in less than 30% of the phone interviews.

Of the 13 data events, 5 events are about Resources Needed (thematic category) related to education, of which 3 are directed towards adult/community education needs including one data event with no open codes, one about Adult Education (open codes) which is also related to the inaccessibility of education to some groups due to Stratification issues (overlapping open codes), and another addressing a Lack of knowledge/training related to recovery (open codes). The remaining 2 of the 5 Resources Needed were indicated for children, related to School Resources and Early Intervention each (open codes). On average, parent interviews showed 62.50% of data events regarding resources needed for children, while community professional interviews only had an average of 33.33% of data events regarding this.
Conversely, the 2 data events of the 13 data events with the central theme of *Education* which identify *Useful Resources* (thematic category) related to education appeared only in community professional interviews and not in parent interviews at all. One of these is directed towards children, referring to an *Early Intervention* (open code) resource provided through a *University* (overlapping open code), and the other towards adults, referring to *Adult Education* (open codes) resources provided through a *Public Institution* (overlapping open codes).

The remaining 6 events are about educational *Challenges Faced* (thematic category). One of these refers to challenges faced regarding *Lack of knowledge/training related to recovery* (open codes) by adults, and the other 4 are about children’s challenges related to *School Resources* and the *Effect[s] of Lead Poisoning on Children* (open codes). There is a greater incidence of the data events regarding children’s challenges faced amongst parent interviews (average incidence of 55%) than there is amongst community professional interviews (average incidence of 46.5%). All these data events about challenges faced surrounding education are uncoded on the 4th level.

One of the main issues the data regarding education highlights is that there is a lack of knowledge about useful resources amongst the parents in this sample, who are, arguably, the people needing most to access them. This corroborates the previously discussed need of expanding parental access to medical providers or other institutional informants so that they can actually find out about and benefit from existing resources, thereby indirectly improving their children’s healing from the crisis. Furthermore, while this data emphasizes the natural centrality of school in children’s educational challenges from the crisis, it also shows that higher education public entities like universities can also play supportive roles in addressing these challenges.

Again, while the above discussion cannot be considered as fully indicative of the situation in Flint, it is beneficial to see that this methodology has allowed for important gaps of communication between different groups within the children’s microsystem to be identified, while also identifying the role of unlikely exosystem entities in mediating such gaps. While the
importance of exploring the relationships and interdependencies between various components of the bioecological model has by now already been stated enough, this example provides the opportunity to see how such community based work can reveal less obvious sites where relationships might be forming and pivotal processes might be developing. Finding such sites is extremely important, as they may be key links to bringing together different groups—e.g., universities that are already hosting early intervention programs for children may be an ideal location for parents in Flint to expand their developing relationships with individual medical providers into collective collaborations through existing university relationships with public governing arms like school boards, as well as offer the community an avenue through which to influence how university funds get deployed. Recognizing universities as sites of action within the bioecology of Flint through such community based research is an important step as it opens up the research agenda to inquiring further into such relationships and their corresponding processes within the site.

4.5(e) Accessibility, Stratification and Financial Resources Needed

Data events concerning Accessibility (central theme) referred exclusively to adults. Four out of 5 events related to accessibility referred to challenges faced relating to Time Management, Lack of awareness of resources and Transport (open codes). The remaining 1 data event referred to the useful resource of Self-Awareness of Resources (open codes) relating to accessibility.

Meanwhile, the two events concerning Challenges Faced (thematic category) regarding Stratification (central theme) referred one each to adults/communities and to children relating to the Effect of Lead Poisoning on Children (open codes). These events discussed children’s and downtown residents’ increased hardships and vulnerability to the negative effects of the FWC.

Two data events concerning Resources Needed (thematic category) referred to Financial (central theme) resources for adults, relating to the broader Issue of Trust and Accountability (open codes) in Flint.
To begin with, this data shows how the community based approach is useful in generally fleshing out an understanding of the various potential interactions amongst different relationships within the bioecology of Flint— we can glean from such information that issues such as lack of knowledge regarding available resources can be complicated by a variety of factors like parents’ time management skills, access to modes of transport and other resource characteristics, and that individuals’ general susceptibility to the FWC might be increased based on demand characteristics such as their age or on where in Flint they live. And moreover, such data provides a framework in which to identify as focal points pivotal process like generating self-awareness (or patient/client-awareness) of resources in navigating the general landscape of accessibility and knowledge of programs, funding and coping mechanisms as well as in mitigating the larger trust issues plaguing the community, emphasizing further the importance of getting to know participants in this way before finalizing bioecological research design.

4.5(f) Hardship, Perspectives, Resilience and Other Experiences

Hardships in everyday life and coping (central theme) were brought up in 5 different data events all referring to adult/community issues. Four of these events were about challenges faced causing hardships due to the Effects of Lead Poisoning on Children and a lack of desirable outcomes/Outcomes Desired (overlapping open codes) being seen in children ever since the crisis started. One data event referring to Resources Needed to cope with hardships discussed the condition of the Water (open codes) itself and 1 event referred to Useful Resources in coping with hardships (the provision of bottles and filters was cited as appreciated in the data event).

Three data events each referred to:

1. Challenges Faced (thematic category) by adults/communities regarding Perspectives (central theme) about Flint and the Water Crisis,
2. Positive Outcomes (thematic category) for adults/communities related to Personal Experiences (central theme) and for children related to Professional Experiences (central theme), and
(3) *Positive Outcomes* (thematic category) for adults/communities related to *Resilience* (central theme).

The *Positive Outcomes* data events within these 9 events discussed renewals of professional motivation/passion, charitable intent, an expansion of work towards children’s issues (none of the parent interviews contained data events regarding these themes, while 44.44% of community professionals’ interviews did), appreciation of visibility of Flint post-crisis (57.14% of all phone interviews contained data events expressing this sentiment), a hope for the FWC to enable breakthroughs in medical knowledge regarding lead poisoning, and so on. Meanwhile, data events discussing *Challenges Faced* about *Perspectives* about the water crisis in the community revealed the existence of communal viewpoints about the water being harmful as well as the crisis being irreversible, a community burden and a failure of society.

Apart from similarly improving the overall understanding of the effects of the crisis upon the community, as the Accessibility data did, these findings also provide more information about how the intersectional identities of various participants impact their experience of the crisis. For example, we can see that community professionals are able to find more points of strength, positivity and resilience (force characteristics) regarding the crisis than parent participants, although most of the community professionals interviewed are also living in Flint and one of them also has a child affected by the crisis. Exploring further what factors of their professional agency are allowing them to have a more resilient and positive attitude regarding the crisis may provide important information as to how to effectively empower parent participants, including providing possible clues on how employed parents amongst the sample might be able to draw more on their professional identities in order to feel more resilient towards the crisis. This can offer important guidance on how to alleviate some of the mental health burden seen in the sample as discussed previously, and generally adds to the list of examples of how community based
research is able to highlight and critically connect the various relationships and interdependencies in the bioecology of Flint.

FURTHER DISCUSSION

5.1 Methodological Implications for Continuing Study Design

Through the preceding discussion of findings, it is clear that engaging in a community based enquiry prior to the design of bioecological research is extremely prudent. It allows for bioecological research to be designed correctly, recognizing the most salient issues in the community and identifying the contextual interdependencies and other relationships within the community where key processes emerge and operate. Concurrently, the community based approach is also crucial in providing an opportunity for communities to be able to leverage the actual procedures of such research more beneficially for themselves, by way or generating the agendas of research and retaining oversight over the process through personal relationships with the researcher(s).

These features are important in ensuring the establishment of ecological validity in subsequent bioecological research. As Bronfenbrenner (1977) has explained, “the properties of the environmental contexts in which an investigation is conducted or from which the experimental subjects come can influence the processes that take place within the research setting and thereby affect the interpretation and generalizability of the findings” (p.29), and so it is important for investigators to ensure that the properties they are assuming the environment to have are actually true of the environment as experienced by the participants. However, Bronfenbrenner (1977) also reminds us that perfect ecological validity cannot be achieved since it is impossible to know exactly every participants experience of the environment. Instead, he urges researchers to consider “like frictionless motion, ecological validity is a goal to be pursued, approached, but never achieved,” because “the more closely it is approximated, however, the clearer will be the scientific
understanding of the complex interplay between the developing human organism and the functionally relevant aspects of its physical and social environment” (p.33).

Bronfenbrenner suggests that the easiest way to be able to do this is for the researcher themselves to be a member of the community. However, in many cases, such as this one, that is not possible—instead getting to know participants through a community based methodology can allow researchers to learn more about the participants’ experiences, and thus most precisely evaluate the properties of their environment. Even in cases where it is possible, since the researcher cannot account for every experience in the sample, such a method would still arguably be useful; and perhaps even more so considering that researchers who believe they understand a community entirely due to their affiliation with it may invest less time in reflecting on community dynamics and thus be more prone to overlooking certain features of the intersectional experiences of various community sub-groups and individuals that differ from their own experience of belonging within community.

Bringing in participant accounts in this sample, for example, provides many important perspectives on the environment of Flint that can contribute to creating ecologically valid research. For one, we have seen in this sample that there are extant issues of mistrust regarding accountability for the crisis, amidst which the Department of Health has emerged as a more trustworthy agency than some others: this would suggest that if one wanted to create ecologically valid research surrounding, for example, the distal process of parental collaboration with resource providers, one should take care not to study the issue within a sample of only Department of Health providers since this would provide misleading information about parental collaboration in general. Not having conducted such a background effort of getting to know participants before designing the research, thus, could have led to an ill-considered research design with ultimately invalid results.
Furthermore, such community based work is important in revealing the interdependencies between the process, person, context and time components of the bioecological model and in analyzing them as parts of a system. It is also useful in exploring the differing directionality in the various relationships, revealing second order effects, and so on. These are all important components of correctly designing bioecological research. As we have seen in this sample, community based work has allowed the researcher to learn that distal processes regarding awareness of resources change across personal characteristics of parents, such as their status as professionals/non-professionals. Furthermore, we can also see through this inquiry that the general idea of whether a resource might be necessary changes along different contexts. For example, within the microsystem, context-upon-person considerations, of what an individual child is experiencing as seen by the family, and in terms of school and social success, play a role in parents’ awareness of the need for a particular resource; but simultaneously, through this type of investigation, we also see that person-upon-context effects, such as parents’ changing opinions regarding neuropsychology as informed by the media’s promotion of medical knowledge regarding lead poisoning (in turn) impact macrosystem cultural trends like the tendency to ignore mental health issues. These are both important to consider when evaluating where processes related to awareness of resources may be located and how they might be operating.

Additionally, community based work such as mapping community capacities allows researchers to gain a deeper understanding of the community’s historical background and socioeconomic inequities, an important part of correctly considering the time component of bioecological research. Here, through the background research conducted as a part of the process of community capacity mapping, we can see that Flint’s history of white flight has created a present of racial inequity and environmental injustice that continues to dictate how the post-crisis response shapes itself. Seeing this, researchers can consider within the time component of bioecological research how historical inequities relating to race in Flint continue to affect parents’
ability to gain awareness of and access to various water crisis resources by informing their attitudes towards their own agency and worth, and by informing the attitudes of contempt and disregard exhibited by government officials and so on towards them. (Davidson, 2016; Hammer, 2016 and Moyo, 2017).

Finally, in assisting with creating warm, collaborative relationships with the community members, such community based methodology also allows, arguably, the longitudinal aspects of most bioecological work to become easier and more successful. Having a warm relationship with participants helps maintain their study involvement over years, as well as ensuring that the participant will provide important feedback and advice freely and openly to whatever degree possible.

5.2 Applicability of Sub-Study Findings

Naturally, given that the current study is still ongoing and the data is emergent, more specific methodological implications for further research (e.g., defining variables and generating hypotheses) cannot yet be derived from the small sub-sample presently considered. However, certain findings presented here can be highlighted as warranting additional inquiry in further research, since they are also corroborated in existing published research about the water crisis as seen during the process of mapping community capacities. Amongst these findings is the issue of adult mental health in Flint. Cuthbertson et al. (2016), who explored mental health and substance use issues through surveying purposively sampled, expert panelists from Flint and surrounding areas, have also found that there are mental health consequences for adults in Flint due to exposure to the water crisis, particularly in terms of negative feelings. The researchers report that “panelist expertise included health services, substance use prevention, health-related non-governmental organizations, disability service organizations, schools, and researchers” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.901).
As they explore the prevalence of stress, other negative feelings and general mental health in Flint, related to the water crisis, Cuthbertson et al. (2016) outline how “stress, especially prolonged or chronic stress, has the potential to lead to severe physical health outcomes... worsens other mental health indicators...and in combination with low socioeconomic status may lead to greater risk of premature death” and how “decreased sense of control has been positively associated with acute stress disorder” (p.905).

They explain that “the built environment can affect mental health directly through factors such as housing quality and indirectly through factors such as a sense of personal control over one’s surroundings” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.899), emphasizing that distress can be seen as a “natural reaction... a psychosocial response to environmental disasters, based on direct and perceived individual impact and risk to health” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.900) and reminding that “experiences and interpretations of distress vary by social positionality” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.900). In Flint, they argue, “neighborhood social capital has been directly, negatively related to stress and depressive symptoms” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.900), which is important to consider since social and collaborative momentum appear to be pivotal in various aspects of healing from the crisis (see Miller and Wesley, 2016).

Cuthbertson et al. (2016) also report that the surveys characterized “stress... as feeling nervous, scared, angry, frustrated, and distrustful, with a lack of confidence in the political system or government” (p.902), elaborating that “panelists perceived stress to become much worse as the water crisis unfolded during the course of the surveys; panelists perceived a brief reduction of stress around the time of the switch back to DWSD, but that it rebounded as the long-term effects of lead exposure on individuals, families, and infrastructure became more widely known and as media attention increased” (p.901).

Overall, Cuthbertson et al. (2016) reported that “several mental health issues that were increasing as the water issues in Flint unfolded. Like the physical health consequences of lead...
poisoning, the full extent of mental health consequences may not be known for some time. Efforts
to provide funding or services for the health consequences of lead and other contaminant
exposure would be remiss if they did not include coverage for mental health effects many
residents continue to face” (p.906).

Underlying this increase in mental health issues, they explained that there was a perception
amongst panelists that the situation was “disastrous” and a “crisis” (p.902), and that panelists
found stress to “have a contagion effect” (p.903), creating a variety of abnormal behaviors in the
community which are in turn stressing even individuals with no direct contact to the
contaminated water. Furthermore, the panelists “identified anxiety and depression as
increasing” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.903) as a result of the crisis as related to the uncertainty
regarding the severity of damage caused by lead poisoning, which they explain created an
immense sense of loss of control that was very hard for residents to cope with.

Alongside this, the widespread media coverage of the situation that emphasized negative
reports about the community’s economy and crime rates were also lowering residents’ morale and
ultimately resulting in depression as per panelists, who reported that there has been a distancing
from neighboring communities of Flint residents due to associated stigma; that “home property
values, already down, are now in crisis mode…restaurants have lost business and have laid off
workers, biological parents of foster children are demanding children not be placed in Flint foster
homes, summer job programs for low-income county youth are being affected as families are
asking for opportunities out of the city” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.904). Given these wide-
reaching effects, panelists have “perceived [the water issues to] have spillover or ripple effects into
other areas of behavioral health, such as abuse and substance use” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.903).

The panelists also highlighted their observation that the crisis would have the “greatest
impact among African Americans and those of low socioeconomic status in the community.
These two groups were identified as those who were disproportionately receiving contaminated water and those who had the least resources to cope with it” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.903).

Notably, Cuthbertson et al. (2016) reported that in response to these issues “the health and human services sector came together quickly to provide both information and interventions that address stress, anxiety, depression, and trauma brought about by the water crisis… Genesee Health System, convened the Flint Community Resilience Group… with the overarching purpose of providing input regarding the needs within the community, assisting with planning, and facilitating service delivery… produced a draft Behavioral Health Recovery and Resilience Plan” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.905-906).

From the above, the linkages between the themes brought up within the small sub-sample interviewed as a part of this study regarding mental health and negative feelings become clear, and the frequency with which these themes arose in the sample becomes contextualized. Additionally, we see that the intersectional identities of residents do play a role in their susceptibility to the harmful effects of the poisoning, as some of the preliminary findings suggest. Furthermore, like the participants in this sub-sample have identified, the Department of Health and related public health bodies in Flint appear to be, on the whole, a useful and proactive resource to the community as it deals with the crisis, although particular actors within the agency were involved in covering-up the extent of the issue. Cuthbertson et al. (2016) provide supporting evidence for considering the intersectionality surrounding the impact of the water crisis on adult mental health issues and the allied position of the Department of Health with Flint’s residents as additional sensitizing concepts in the ongoing pilot study is advisable.

In addition to all this, Cuthbertson et al. (2016) also noted that panelists had “indicated a relationship between lack of confidence in government, inability to trust authority figures, and mental health. On the Flint water issues, a panelist stated, “[i]t has added stress to an already vulnerable population and created even more distrust among city and state
leadership” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.904). Furthermore, panelists observed that “a sense of abandonment” (Cuthbertson et al., 2016, p.904) was compounding the impact of trust issues on mental health.

This gives cause to revisit the related issue of the importance of pervasive mistrust in Flint that was brought up in the introduction. This issue was already identified as a sensitizing concept for the pilot study, but is put into better perspective when it is considered as related to mental health in Flint, as Cuthbertson et al.’s (2016) panelists have noted that issues regarding trust contribute to the increase in mental illness in Flint. In the sub-sample considered here, there have also been many references to the lack of trust in the community related to the actions causing the crisis, and the ill effects thereof. Expanding this discussion, Miller and Wesley (2016) explain in more detail how pervasive mistrust creates problems in communities, and provide some guidance on overcoming the issue.

To begin with, they recount that “social scientific literature highlights that communities tend to respond in either a therapeutic or a corrosive manner” (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p.70) to crises. They explain that therapeutic responses are usually found in situations where a natural disaster has occurred, where the crisis is assumed to be an “act of God…with no one to ascribe blame” upon (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p.71). Therapeutic responses are characterized by “mutual helping… previous community conflicts and race, ethnic, and social class barriers appear[ing] temporarily to fade away…communities tend to come together and foster a sense of common mutual aid and comfort to others impacted one way or another” (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p. 70-71).

On the other hand, corrosive responses are found most often to follow man-made, technological disasters, and tend to be “characterized by social disruption, a lack of consensus about environmental degradation, and general uncertainty… a chaotic, nonlinear, and extended trauma rooted in the production of fear of ongoing health consequences” (Miller and Wesley,
Miller and Wesley (2016) explain that such corrosive responses are built upon destabilizing and pervasive mistrust:

> Perceived loss of control leads the public to lose trust in regulatory agencies, government, and officials because citizens regard such disasters as emanating from the failure of these actors and agencies to do the job entrusted to them... Damage to the bonds of social trust continues when secrecy and non-transparency create long-term uncertainty. Community residents are faced with the essential questions: Who did it? Why did this happen? The ongoing issues and concerns with toxic contamination are often never forgotten and have numerous social and psychological impacts. Places are no longer safe and a constant sense of fear and alertness becomes the new normal. Not knowing and uncertainty regarding the person or persons responsible for the human-induced disaster promote a state of paranoia and uncertainty. A sense of constantly looking over ones shoulder develops among survivors. Lack of trust and a need to affix blame emerge... Furthermore, tensions rise among different communities within a given society. These catastrophes are routinely followed with lasting disputes and litigation concerning allocation of fault for the calamity and the issues revolving around restitution arrangements. Neighbors and friends who once lived in harmony may no longer trust elected officials, leaders, or each other after an exposure event because of the perceptions of benefits, or magnitude of loss in the aftermath of toxic exposure is related to what Bell cites as a form of “community anomie,” which causes residents to distrust one another and withdraw from collective life. (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p. 71-72)

Considering the features of the Flint Water Crisis, it becomes clear that it is predisposed to creating a corrosive, rather than therapeutic response. As Dr. Bellinger (2016) has emphatically noted, the citizens of Flint have been abjectly failed by their governments, and mistrust in the face of this is only natural. Based on this, Miller and Wesley (2016) demonstrate that healing in Flint would require addressing some of the features of corrosive responses as presented above, including providing “full acknowledgment of the long-term medical, social, cultural, political,
economic, and civic trust impacts;” practicing “reflexive inclusivity\(^{23}\);” and recognizing “restorative justice\(^{24}\) as a part of environmental justice in environmental crime cases” (p.74).

Additionally, Roy (2017) has described how mistrust and misinformation have mutually compounded the effects each other in the Flint Water Crisis, which “not only left infrastructure and government agencies in need of cleaning up; the information landscape was also messy” (p.22). To begin with, we see that public mistrust in the community grew throughout the crisis:

As the Flint water crisis unfolded in 2015 and early 2016, the decline in public trust was palpable: People distrusted the city’s water, the distributed lead filters, and any messaging from government agencies. As resident Kenneth Glover told the New York Times, "I don’t even give [the water] to my dog.... I don’t care how many filters they give us. I don’t care what they say. How can I trust them again?” (Roy, 2017, p.23)

While, as Roy (2017) notes, this mistrust had some positive effects— e.g., “it is what led residents to collaborate with our team and sample their own tap water in August 2015-the results of which, as one resident told me, were “empowering,” [it remains that] trust voids are often a perfect breeding ground… to capitalize on rampant fears” (Roy, 2017, p.23). He goes on from here to crucially demonstrate the distrustful “atmosphere enabled misinformation campaigns that spread harmful falsehoods about the water’s quality—for example, that the distributed lead filters do not work or that lead aerosolizes in the shower and can harm one’s lungs-to briefly gain momentum” (p.23). Because of the mistrust, residents “turned against scientifically valid advice no matter who offered it” (Roy, 2017, p.23); including the team that had helped expose the

---

\(^{23}\) “Reflexive inclusion combines both constituent affairs with a more active role in the total development of policies. A reflexively inclusive conceptualization of the fiduciary role government officials have involves the development of a critical appreciation of the public sphere’s history, ethnic-gender composition, and culture in relation to past and present power relationships that motivate unintended negative consequences that can compromise the integrity of the road to the rebuilding of trust” (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p.74).

\(^{24}\) “The United Nations puts forth five assumptions for restorative justice (1) the response to the crime should repair as much as possible the harm suffered by the victims, (2) offenders should be brought to understand that their behavior is not acceptable and that it had serious real consequences for the victim and the community, (3) offenders can and should accept responsibility for their actions, (4) victims should have an opportunity to express their needs and to participate in determining the best way for the offender to make reparations, and (5) the community has a responsibility to contribute to this process” (Miller and Wesley, 2017, p.74).
contamination of the water in the first place: “people’s distrust in the government was so high that a few in turn mistrusted us because some of our measurements showing the improvement in Flint’s water were funded by the EPA, even though we had also self-funded the earlier water testing in Flint that originally exposed the agencies involved in the crisis” (Roy, 2017, p.25).

Although there were some legitimate concerns about the water emerging from the mistrust, such as regarding the efficacy of the water filters which had only been designed to remove much lower thresholds of lead than Flint’s water had been shown to contain, even when answers were found through testing the filters which were found to work, the public felt unable to trust the water regardless, and this mistrust was exploited: “as they and concerned citizens in other towns turned to online sources and social media for support and information, some of the content they found was harmful.

For example, several YouTube and Facebook videos misuse a common water measurement total dissolved solids (TDS)-and claim that it shows that water filtered using certified lead filters is still not safe or that even bottled water distributed in Flint has high lead levels,” although this method of testing cannot provide accurate information on the content of lead in the water, or even serve as “a standard for water safety in general.” (Roy, 2017, p.24) Sadly, such videos, which are blatantly misleading—like one that stated that “water with TDS of 103 parts per million is “horrible,” although the World Health Organization states TDS of 300 parts per million is “excellent” (Roy, 2017, p.24)—are being spread rapidly online (Roy, 2017).

While the examples above relate to a relatively innocent, fear-driven misinformation campaign, there were also more concerted, sinister misinformation drives exploiting the situation of mistrust in Flint, such as Mark Ruffalo’s Water Defense non-profit which independently tests water quality in various communities: “their opportunistic, irresponsible intervention in Flint, in which commercialization of a new product was cloaked as humanitarian science, preyed on an
already traumatized population’s fears and impaired efforts to rebuild public trust in the safety of the city’s water for bathing and showering” (Roy, 2017, p.24).

The non-profit’s claims regarding disinfectant by-products were exaggerated and damaging, as well as patently unscientific, e.g., “we were dumbfounded when Ruffalo claimed on CNN that DBPs in Flint’s water could originate from corroded lead and galvanized iron pipes, which defies the laws of chemistry… but avoiding bathing because of Water Defense’s misleading claims has had serious consequences for Flint residents. Indeed, a spike in gastrointestinal diseases, which is often symptomatic of poor sanitation, was witnessed in May 2016 and could be attributed in part to Water Defense’s false warnings about the dangers of bathing or showering” (Roy, 2017, p.25).

But as Roy (2017) explains, “Water Defense’s false explanations for the skin rashes gave many mistrustful and traumatized Flint families an explanation that, no matter how flawed, was satisfying” (Roy, 2017, p.25).

Finally, it is important to note that the mistrust and fear generated remains real long after debunking: “Nonetheless, the fear of the water is still real for residents. Students at Northridge Academy in Flint, for example, told us during an outreach visit in November 2016 that they still avoid taking showers because they are scared. The local media’s initial lack of scrutiny of scientific-sounding claims from nonscientists gave the potentially dangerous misinformation some credibility” (Roy, 2017, p.25).

In considering the expanded discussion of the issues as presented above, there is increasing support to the idea that focusing on processes and contexts of rebuilding trust in Flint is a vital endeavor in mitigating the increase in mental health issues amongst adult residents and in generally healing the community. As the pilot study progresses, if support for this idea does not diminish, then it would arguably be prudent to consider this topic as an area of focus for the subsequent bioecological research planned.

5.3 Limitations
Some of the limitations of this study, such as the lack of research collaborators and the various temporal challenges leading up to a small sample and insufficiently diverse sample have already been discussed.

Apart from these, there have also been notable limitations regarding rigor in this study. Brodsky et al. (2015) explain that qualitative research must, as all other research, be rigorous in “its design, enactment, and researcher competence, as well as the paradigms and associated beliefs (e.g., multiple “truths”, respect for context over data control and manipulation)” (p.17). They emphasize that while “external validity is perhaps the most applicable and central to qualitative methods, a more appropriate way to think about rigor in qualitative methods is to replace quantitative standards of validity, reliability, and generalizability with standards to judge the trustworthiness of qualitative work” (Brodsky et al., 2015, p.17). Such standards “include (a) authenticity, the fairness, sophistication, mutual understanding, and empowerment of participants and consumers of the knowledge to take action; (b) credibility, the accurate representation of multiple realities; (c) transferability, the applicability of the findings to other settings; (d) dependability, the consistency of findings; and (e) confirmability, objectivity in data collection, analysis, and presentation” (Brodsky et al., 2015, p.18).

In following these guidelines, various research protocols such as creating an audit-able trail of research memos, notes and reflections, using a variety of data-types and triangulating findings across them, as well as including research collaborators, key informants and participants in the data analysis are important. However, privacy concerns emerging from the vocational connection of the researcher with the participants and time and scope concerns for the study between academic deadlines created a significant obstruction in realizing such procedures to maintain rigor.

Furthermore, because the study’s basic objective of creating a bridge between a highly theoretical model of research—bioecological research—and a highly emergent, variable and
community driven model of research—community based participatory research—does not have much precedent in existing literature, it has proven difficult to effectively anticipate and address limiting factors.

Nevertheless, efforts were made to maintain as much of a reflective trail and participant collaboration as was possible, including asking participants for their opinions and feedback during interviews and using interview data to guide the development of sensitizing concepts, writing reflections on the research process and openly disclosing the various legs of evolution the study underwent as a part of outlining the research process.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

In bringing to a conclusion this reflection upon the methodological benefits of the pilot exploration of the situation post-crisis in Flint, it is helpful to return to one of the first topics of the paper: the issue of Overturning the Research Paradigm to Advance Science and Defend Public Welfare, that Mark Edwards and Amy Pruden (2016) so valiantly exposed by defying, despite the lack of a system incentivizing them to, malpractices of the scientific institutions and agencies that could have provided life-saving checks and balances preventing the Flint Water Crisis from ever occurring.

As Lambrinidou (2016)—a colleague of Edwards involved in the on-ground work in Flint and an anthropologist with a proven commitment to increasing conversations regarding professional ethics amongst graduate students—has emphasized, overhauling research traditions in this way is something that “communities across the country are in dire need of” (p.12058). She has also underscored the very premise of this study in her reflections on her work in Flint, stating that:

Listening to affected publics… is, important from beginning to end… Sustained listening can bring scientists and communities into partnerships of mutual learning, decision-making, and trust. It can also create opportunities for “checks”
on the effectiveness of scientists’ interventions and their ability to remain attentive to the often-evolving experiences, knowledges, and goals of the publics they aim to serve… [it] creates opportunities for “new knowledge relationships” between scientists and the public… [exposing the] limitations in scientific knowledge [which blur] the boundary between “expert” and “lay” spheres… Affected publics routinely serve not only as “data gatherers” but also as holders of information that complicates, challenges, and even corrects entrenched scientific understandings… Listening demands recognition that… injustice involves structural inequalities that scientists cannot reverse alone and nobody can reverse expediently… scientists can help bolster local knowledge with technical training and other relevant information, empowering communities to claim a seat at the table where solutions are forged, and to advocate that the asymmetries that placed them at risk and harmed them be redressed… Listening holds promise for democratizing government, industry, but also science, and ensuring that “bottom-up” research paradigms are truly bottom-up. (Lambrinidou, 2016, p.12058)

Of course, in following the work presented here, by now it must be clear to readers that all the issues presented above are crucial, and research paradigms such as this one— which Lambrinidou (2016) has termed “bottom-up” research —are instrumental in creating democratic and beneficial science. While this is undeniably an invaluable lesson and critical first step, the process of this research has led to the personal conclusion that simply listening is not enough.

Although this is only still emerging as evident throughout the ongoing study, we can start to see that underlying this work is a process that is somewhat more intimate than listening (although it begins there): a process of getting to know participants —over a period of time, in ways that surround the research issue at hand and also in ways that have (ostensibly) little to do with it; one of putting community voices in critical and mutually challenging conversation with one another rather than focusing on the topical, singular exchanges that theoretical allegiances would have driven us to. It has been a process of listening not just once, but again and again; one of establishing relationships and accountability to individuals, one of thinking both about information that is shared and that which is unspoken.

While the practical outcome of this as the study proceeds is something only history can bear witness to, the theoretical case that taking such a community-based approach in the work of
bioecological research within developmental psychology is very beneficial to producing valid research can be made immediately, as we have seen above.

In reiterating the utility of bioecological research in the future of developmental science, and in reminding us of how challenging it can be; as well as relating it to the same principles of public service and democracy that Lambrinidou (2016) has mentioned, it is useful to consider a pertinent summary of this case that Lerner (2006) has made:

Contemporary developmental science — predicated on a relational metatheory and focused on the use of developmental systems theories to frame research on dynamic relations between diverse individuals and contexts — constitutes a complex and exciting approach to understanding and promoting positive human development. It offers a means to do good science, informed by philosophically, conceptually, and methodologically useful information from the multiple disciplines with knowledge bases pertinent to the integrated, individual <-> context relations that compose human development. Such science is also more difficult to enact than the ill-framed and methodologically flawed research that followed split and reductionist paths during the prior historical era… Such science is also more difficult to explain to the Person in the Street.

Through such research, developmental science has an opportunity to combine the assets of our scholarly and research traditions with the strengths of our people. We can improve on the often-cited idea of Kurt Lewin (1943), that there is nothing as practical as a good theory. We can, through the application of our science to serve our world's citizens, actualize the idea that nothing is of greater value to society than a science that devotes its scholarship to improving the life chances of all people. By understanding and celebrating the strengths of all individuals, and the assets that exist in their families, communities, and cultures to promote these strengths, we can have a developmental science that may, in these challenging times, help us, as a scientific body and as citizens of democratic nations, to finally ensure that there is truly liberty and justice for all. (Lerner, 2006, p.13-14)

Perhaps the theoretical case being made here will inspire more research along the same vein, and the methodological example it has outlined can provide researchers, especially young students who often feel helpless in this regard, with useful information on how to effectively conduct such work and explain and justify it to the proverbial person in the street; reconciling community based work with the exhortation of one of its pioneers that well-considered, community-centric theoretical outlooks can be practical, participatory and liberating.
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APPENDICES

A. Parent Scripts/Interview Questions

Parent Participants’ Script:

Hello! I’m Khushboo Shah, the paralegal at Levy Konigsberg LLP who’s running the research study with the amazon.com gift card raffle that you signed up for. I’m calling you because you’re eligible to participate! Is this a good time to talk?

Great. Firstly, I want to let you know that you can discontinue your participation in this study at any time without affecting your chances to be included in the raffle. The study is about how the community is affected by the water crisis in Flint, with a view to helping identify what the most important issues are according to you—the people of Flint. The study includes a phone interview of five questions which can take anything between 10-40 minutes and an online survey of 25 questions which can take between 30-60 minutes to complete. There are no major risks to you if you participate, but the questions may make you think a lot about how the Flint Water Crisis has affected you. Although you will not directly benefit from participating this study, your participation will add to really important knowledge that can help many. Please note that given the nature and scope of the study, there will be no opportunity for professional intervention in case the questions cause distress.

I will be recording this interview so that I can write down your answers after we finish the call, as it is not possible for me to write at speaking-speed. I will store the recordings on an protected computer, and name the files with a number that only I know is assigned to your case. I will delete these files as soon as I have finished writing the information down, and no one but me will ever hear them. The written copies of your answers will not be shared with anyone else, although the general content of your answers will be shared with the law firm, which will use your data to improve the lawsuit that is proceeding on your behalf. Please note that participation in this research study will not impact your legal case whatsoever. There are some questions in the study that the firm is interested in for litigation purposes, but if you do not participate, you will be contacted later and asked those questions separately, disconnected from this research.

In case you have any problems, comments or questions regarding this study, you can call my superiors at 914 395 2606 for Professor Claire Davis or email them at irb@slc.edu. I’ve emailed this information to you at the email address you signed up with as well.

Do you feel comfortable proceeding with the interview?

Wonderful!

Now I’m going to ask you five questions as part of the first stage of the study one by one. I’ll wait for you to tell me you’re ready to move on to the next question after you’re sure you’ve finish answering. When you are thinking about your answers, keep in mind that the study is broadly considering things like children’s changing perspectives on safety in the environment, home life with behavioral changes in children, school life and future success as learning changes in children, children’s body image and health-anxieties after the Flint Water crisis, etc. OK, are you ready for the 1st question?
Pilot Study Parent Phone Interview Questions:

1) What can you tell me about how the Flint Water Crisis has affected you and your children?
2) What do you feel are the greatest challenges you face at this time regarding your children?
3) Are there any resources in particular that you feel like they need the most?
4) Are there any programs or community resources that you can think of which really help your children?
5) Do you think there has been any positive aspect of the conversation surrounding the Flint Water Crisis?
B. Community Script/Interview Questions

Community Participants’ Script:

Hello! I’m Khushboo Shah, the paralegal at Levy Konigsberg LLP who’s running the research study with the amazon.com gift card raffle that you signed up for. I’m calling you because you’re eligible to participate! Is this a good time to talk?

Great. Firstly, I want to let you know that you can discontinue your participation in this study at any time without affecting your chances to be included in the raffle. The study is about how the community is affected by the water crisis in Flint, with a view to helping identify what the most important issues are according to you—the people of Flint. The study includes a phone interview of seven questions which can take anything between 10-40 minutes. There are no major risks to you if you participate, but the questions may make you think a lot about how the Flint Water Crisis has affected you. Although you will not directly benefit from participating this study, your participation will add to really important knowledge that can help many. Please note that given the nature and scope of the study, there will be no opportunity for professional intervention in case the questions cause distress.

I will be recording this interview so that I can write down your answers after we finish the call, as it is not possible for me to write at speaking-speed. I will store the recordings on an protected computer, and name the files with a number that only I know is assigned to your case. I will delete these files as soon as I have finished writing the information down, and no one but me will ever hear them. The written copies of your answers will not be shared with anyone. You will not be identified in any publication from this study.

In case you have any problems, comments or questions regarding this study, you can call my superiors at 914 395 2606 for Professor Claire Davis or email them at irb@slc.edu. I’ve emailed this information to you at the email address you signed up with as well.

Do you feel comfortable proceeding with the interview?

Wonderful!

Now I’m going to ask you seven questions as part of the first stage of the study one by one. I’ll wait for you to tell me you’re ready to move on to the next question after you’re sure you’ve finish answering. When you are thinking about your answers, keep in mind that the study is broadly considering things like children’s changing perspectives on safety in the environment, home life with behavioral changes in children, school life and future success as learning changes in children, children’s body image and health-anxieties after the Flint Water crisis, etc. OK, are you ready for the first question?

… Start asking questions.

Pilot Study Community Phone Interview Questions:
1) Please describe briefly the nature and purpose of your work with children in Flint, MI.

2) What can you tell me about how the Flint Water Crisis has affected your work with children?

3) What do you feel are the greatest challenges you face at this time regarding the children you work with?

4) Are there any resources in particular that you feel like they need the most?

5) Are there any programs or community resources that you can think of which really help the children you work with?

6) Do you think there has been any positive aspect of the conversation surrounding the Flint Water Crisis?

7) What kind of support do you think you need in order to be able to personally help deal with the fallout from the Flint Water Crisis?